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•

THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

JUNE

9. 1998

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, June 9, 1998, in the Roberts
Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the President.,
Regents Present:
Larry D. Willard, President
David A. Archuleta, Vice President
Kimberly A. Richards, Secretary/Treasurer (Present only from 1:45 pm on)
Penny Taylor Rembe
Mary A. Tang

•

Regents Absent:
Barbara G. Brazil
Richard Toliver
Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
George Friberg, President, Alumni Association
Fred Melendres, President, Associated Students ofUNM
Jonathan Porter, President, Faculty Senate
Annie Shank, President, Graduate & Professional Students Association
Kari Ward-Karr, President, Staff Council
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Ann Rhoades, President, UNM Foundation

******
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m.

******
EXECUTIVE SESSION

•
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The Regents met on Friday, May 15, 1998,at 3:15 p.m. in the Roberts Room, Scholes hall, in
Executive Session regarding pending/threatened litigation pursuant to Section lO-15-1-H.(7)
NMSA 1978. Regents present were David A. Archuleta, Barbara G. Brazil, Penny Taylor
Rembe, Kimberly A. Richards, Mary A. Tang, and Richard Toliver. Regent Larry D. Willard
was absent. Regents present attest that the only matters discussed in the Executive Session were
pending/threatened litigation as noticed.

•

******
ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Mary A. Tang seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
PUBLIC INPUT

•

There was no public input.

******
ApPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF MA Y IS. 1998 BOARD MEETING

Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to approve the summarized minutes of the May 15, 1998
meeting of the Board of Regents. Regent David A. Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT - UNM PRESIDENT RICHARD

E. PECK

Realignment of the Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
President Peck reported on the realignment of the Western Athletic Conference (WAC), and
UNM's pulling out of WAC to help create a new conference which will be comprised of the
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University of Utah, Brigham Young University, University of Wyoming, Colorado State
University, Air Force Academy, the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, San Diego State
University, and the University of New Mexico--an eight-team conference, down from the 16.
President Peck said there was some confidence that the eight teams will continue to earn as much
as the 16 had done, and divide it half as many ways. He explained that WAC had been very near
a position where permanent divisions would have been formed by the 16 teams, putting UNM in
an eight-team division or, in essence, another conference. This would not have allowed UNM to
play BYU, Utah, etc., and UNM would have been separated from its traditional rivals with whom
it makes more sense for UNM to compete. The President said there are a number of steps to be
taken before the new, as-yet-unnamed conference will be recognized. Each of the eight schools
involved has named a single person to work on the transition team, and UNM will be represented
by Vice President David Mc Kinney, to whom Athletics has reported for the last couple of years.
The transition team will be charged with such tasks as finding a name, hiring a commissioner,
locating offices, and doing all the detail work of putting the conference together. On the other
hand, President Peck said that for those who are worried about the complexity of the problem,
the eight are still members of the WAC, and the WAC bylaws may very well work for the eight,
and all of the administrative details that have kept the conference going are the same ones that
the new conference will need to adhere to. So, in effect, nothing is being reinvented, but it is
simply that a number of schools, many of whom might be called the original WAC since five
were in WAC since 1962, are being moved. President Peck pointed out that six of the eight
schools being left behind have been in the WAC only since 1996. Nevertheless, they will keep
the WAC name. For this year, he said, it will not mean very much to any sports fans or to
UNM's competition, since UNM will play the same schedule it has always had, although it will
give some attention to the games UNM plays against those who remain in the WAC. Dr. Peck
said: "We are establishing some new rivalries now."
Carnegie Foundation U.S. Professor ofthe Year Nominee
Professor Monica Cyrino from the Department of Foreign Languages and Literature has been
selected by the University as its nominee for the Carnegie Foundation U.S. Professor of the Year.
Dr. Cyrino, an enthusiastic and popular teacher of classical literature and culture, was nominated
by Dr. Michael Fischer, Dean of Arts & Sciences. President Peck said that Dr. Cyrino is a credit
to UNM and wished her well in this competition.
President Peck's Letter to Governor Johnson during the Special Legislative Session
President Peck said he had written a letter to Governor Johnson during the Special Session of the
New Mexico State Legislature, asking the Governor to support research funding for graduate
students at UNM and for Primary Care faculty support at the School of Medicine. Governor
Johnson replied, thanking President Peck for his letter, but regretting that the agenda for the
Special Session was quite limited due to fiscal constraints and that perhaps extra support for
graduate research and Primary Care faculty support could be addressed in future sessions .

•
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Letter from Judy K. Jones, Interim Vice President for Institutional Advancement, to Cathy
Chavez
President Peck related that Vice President Judy Jones was in Atlanta, Georgia recently for a
UNM Alumni Chapter gathering where she learned that a UNM Alumna, Emmylou CostellasAtkins, who graduated 60 years ago, had not received her diploma because she could not pay the
$10 graduation fee. The Chapter head, having heard Ms. Atkin's story, called the UNM
Registrar's Office and spoke to Catherine Chavez, Student Records Supervisor, who took it upon
herself to search out the original, 60-year-old diploma and send it to the Chapter head. Mounted
and framed, it was presented to the delighted and surprised 80-year-old alumna. Dr. Peck then
read an excerpt from Vice President Jones's letter to Cathy Chavez: "It's a wonderful story and
you're truly the one who made it happen. You are among those dedicated UNM employees who
receive little or no public recognition for their efforts, yet work hard day in and day out on behalf
of students and alumni. I know you took your satisfaction from the pleasure that the diploma
brought to Emmylou, but I think you deserve to be recognized for your dedication and
willingness to go to the extra effort to locate the diploma. And for your longevity at UNM,
because a newer employee might not have known about those 60-year-old diplomas." President
Peck thanked Ms. Chavez for what she had done. He said that at Ms. Chavez' suggestion, UNM
will try to locate the recipients of other similar diplomas.

•

$2,500,000 Grant From NASA
The University has just received a grant in the amount of $2.5 million from NASA over the next
five years representing a partnership award for the integration of research into mathematics,
science, engineering, and technology for undergraduates. UNM is the only western university to
have received this award and is one of three Hispanic-serving institutions along with the
University of Puerto Rico. Dr. Peck congratulated Dr. Mohammad Jamshidi and Dr. David
Kauffman of the School of Engineering who were instrumental in UNM's selection for this
award.

•

President Peck concluded his report.
******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS

Jonathan Porter, President. Faculty Senate
Regent President Larry Willard welcomed Dr. Porter to his first Board of Regents' meeting. Dr.
Porter replied that he looked forward to working with everyone and hoped he would be able to
represent faculty and that the Board would call upon him for that purpose whenever it needed to
do so.
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Kari Ward-Karr, President. Staff Council
Dr. Karr said that this meeting would be, in effect, her "swan song." She said she felt that the
Regents, the Staff Council, the two student groups, ASUNM and GPSA, and the Alumni
Association had done a,goodjob of working as a team on behalf ofUNM's faculty, staff and
especially students. However, Dr. Karr said she was disappointed by the news Dr. Peck received
from Governor Johnson, particularly as it concerns Family Medicine and Primary Care. She said
UNM has a genuine commitment and hardworking staff in these areas and deserves the
Governor's support.
Dr. Karr introduced the new Staff Council President, Karin Retskin.
Annie Shank, President. GPSA

•

Ms. Shank reported GPSA is continuing to upgrade its computers in the computer labs and is
working on making its space in the Student Union Building more attainable and accessible to
graduate students. A fax machine has been purchased in order to offer free faxing to graduate
students, which Ms. Shank noted was an important facility in pursuing a career. She said she had
met with the GPSA Lobby Board, and that GPSA was going forward with its lobbying for RPT
funding this coming session as well as funding for group health insurance for GA's, TA's, and
RA's, both issues on which she had received a lot of positive feedback from the graduate student
body. This year, GPSA will be sending a graduate student to Santa Fe, hopefully from the
School of Political Science, as its lobbyist. Ms. Shank said she felt that legislators probably
liked to talk to "us" more than "we" believe that they do, so she would like to have a graduate
student in Santa Fe, paid by GPSA, to represent himself and GPSA's interests. GPSA is also
putting together new committees, and is moving forward with its D. H. Lawrence Ranch
renovation project, which, Ms. Shank said, is looking better and better every day. At the
moment, GPSA is trying to collect a body of evidence and data from as many sources as possible
and has had some unexpected and unsolicited help from the University of Nottingham in
England, where the D. H. Lawrence Society has its home, and from the University of Texas at
Austin, which is the official American D. H. Lawrence S.ociety site.
Fred Melendres, President, ASUNM
Mr. Melendres said he looked forward to the Board meetings and working with everyone and
expected to quickly become accustomed to the issues and their importance so that he could
impart some meaningful discourse.
George Friberg, President. Alumni Association

•

On June 18 and 19, the Association will hold its annual Board and council meetings with
representatives from Chapters across the United States. The Board luncheon honoring Dean
Emeritus Clinton Adams as the recipient of the Association's Erna S. Fergusson Award will be
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held on June 18 at the University Art Museum. On the evening of June 19, the Association will
hold the Peck Appreciation Reception at the Old Convent in Bernalillo. Mr. Friberg said the
Alumni Association holds the Pecks in great esteem and appreciates all they have done for the
Association during the years they have been at UNM.

•

Mr. Friberg said that this year, the Alumni Association's 100th anniversary, has been a great one
for the Association. It has concluded its two-year study of the D. H. Lawrence Ranch, and was
pleased to participate in the presidential search process, both in the nominating process for the
Search Committee and for the receptions. Mr. Friberg thanked the Regents for giving the
Association that opportunity. He also thanked his fellow Advisors to the Board, and on behalf
of the Alumni, who are nearly 100,000 strong now, commended the Regents for their excellence
and dedication. Mr. Friberg said he had greatly appreciated the opportunity to be an advisor to
the Regents and knew his successor, Laura Hueter Bass, would share his sentiments.
Regent Larry Willard thanked Mr. Friberg and said he appreciated the support he and the Alumni
Association have given to the Board of Regents. Mr. Willard said he, too, felt they have worked
as a team and although the outcome has not always been what was hoped for, they have
rebounded well and have continued to work together and be very supportive of the University
and all the people who are a part of it.

******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS

There were no comments from the Regents.

•

******
CONSENT AGENDA

Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 5/22/98
Regent David Archuleta moved to approve the Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 5/22/98/.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 5/22/98 is hereby made a part of these
minutes as Exhibit A.

Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff
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Regent David Archuleta moved to approve the Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center
Medical Staff. Regent Mary Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff is hereby made a
part of these minutes as Exhibit B.

******
1997-98 OPERATING BUDGET REVISIONS - TAOS CAMPUS
Vice President Mc Kinney Tequested approval of the Taos Campus budget plan revisions which
he said basically reflect that Taos has had better revenues than projected, and hence these
adjustments are needed. Mr. Mc Kinney added that Taos Campus (officially the Taos Education
Center) is the fastest growing campus in the State.

•

Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to approve the 1997-98 Operating Budget Revisions for the
Taos Campus. Regent David Archuleta seconded the motion .
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
EXTENSION OF CARLMONT LEASE

Vice President Me Kinney requested Regents' approval to extend the lease for property at 4308
Carlisle, which is used by the University Hospital for its Human Resources Department,
Education Department, and Maternity and Infant Care Program administration. The University
Hospital has occupied this space for some time, and the University would like to extend the lease
while it evaluates alternatives as to how these and other functions can be brought nearer to the
campus.
Regent David Archuleta moved to approve the extension of the Carlmont lease. Regent Rembe
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved .

•
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Motion carried.

******

•

Regent Kimberly Richards entered the meeting at this point (1:45 pm).

******
LOBO ENERGY INCORPORATED - ApPROVAL OF CORPORATE DOCUMENTS (ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION. BY-LAWS AND INTERIM SERVICE AGREEMENT)

The University of New Mexico faces a major problem of maintaining an old and limited capacity
utility system at its Main and North Campus. The estimated cost of modernizing the system and
providing for future growth is between $60-$100 million. After a very extensive study of the
problem and the options for solutions, the Administration is proposing to organize the utility
system into a separate, but wholly-owned, corporate structure under the newly amended
University Research Park Act. This would create the structure required to focus on solving the
utility problems and improving the management of the Utility System. Lobo Energy, Inc. (LEI)
would be formed for the exclusive purpose of supplying energy utility services--including
electrical, gas, steam and chilled water--to the University of New Mexico. Lei's charge of
providing long-term, reliable energy utility services includes securing the required investment in
utility plant infrastructure sufficient to meet the University's present and future energy needs .
Vice President David Mc Kinney reviewed the issues and the work the University has done over
the past three years that has brought it to this point of the proposed launching of Lobo Energy
Incorporated (LEI). He said the keynote of what the University has learned in this process is
that it has an opportunity to help itself by fixing its utility system, by doing a better job of
procurement, by bringing to the campus a more efficient production and distribution system and
changing its energy management systems. The combination of savings has been estimated to be
from 30 to 50% of the current $15 million budget. Thus, Mr. Mc Kinney said, the University
believes that within the utility structure and budget plan, it has the capability for financing the
investments needed to upgrade the facilities. This has been verified repeatedly by outside people
coming in and doing a detailed analysis of the campus and the work the original consultants for
this project did. Mr. Mc Kinney said he wanted to repeat that the hearthstone of the University's
strategy is that out of the investment it makes today, it can extract the savings it needs to meet its
energy needs both in terms of its capability to provide services today, but also to meet future
growth. The best opportunity is to put the utilities structure into a wholly-owned subsidiary, as is
being proposed for Lobo Energy, Inc., and to manage it as ifit were an extension of the
University. That organization may enter into third party andlor joint ventures in terms of energy
management systems with the private sector which is known to be interested in participating in
this project.
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Vice President Mc Kinney said that Lobo Energy would be headed by a board of directors and
chief executive officer, and would employ consultants and a small staff consisting of the existing
utility system staff to manage the plant and small business operations. Larry Schuster was being
proposed as utility engineer to work with the new organization on assignment so that no one
would have to be hired from outside. Vice President Mc Kinney said that the Board of Regents'
approval is being sought today for four documents pertaining to Lobo Energy, Inc.:
1.

Articles of Incorporation.

2.

Bylaws. The Bylaws are also subject to approval by the formed LEI Board of
Directors under the Articles of Incorporation

3.

Memorandum of Agreement. Mr. Mc Kinney said that a great deal of time has
been spent to make sure there are significant and adamant controls as to what LEI
can do and what it must come back to the University and the Board of Regents for
approval of. Importantly, there can be no long-term obligations, contracts, debt
financing or anything entered into without the approval of the University. LEI
must return to the University with all its obligations.

4.

Interim Service Agreement. Lobo Energy, Inc. will spend up to the first nine
months to a year developing a business plan, taking all the information gathered
over the last three years, and devising a strategy plan for management and
development of the system as well as essential renewals.

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the LEI Corporate Documents. Regent Kimberly
Richards seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried,
LEI Corporate Documents are hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit C.

******
ApPROVAL OF ARCHITECT SELECTION FOR THE ZUNI EDUCATIONAL CENTER

•

Director of Facility Planning Roger Lujan explained that the Zuni Educational Center is an arm
of the Gallup branch campus and is located at Zuni, New Mexico, where the University of New
Mexico has been conducting teaching activities for a number of years in facilities leased from the
Zuni Public School District. The Zuni Educational Center project consists of approximately
22,600 sq ft. that will house a variety of shops and instructional spaces, teaching laboratories,
and office and support space on property belonging to the Zuni High School District. The
9

project is budgeted at $3 million and is funded by 1997 McKinley County GO Bonds proceeds .
It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the selection of Custer Basarich Ltd.
(Albuquerque, NM) as architect for the Zuni Educational Center. The recommendation is based
on a two-stage, qualification-based selection process in accordance with State ofNM
Procurement Regulations.

•

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of Custer Basarich Ltd. as architect for the Zuni
Educational Center. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
PROJECT ApPROVAL FOR THE GYMNASIUM EXPANSION. GALLUP CAMPUS

Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, said that Gallup Campus is active with projects at
this time because a local bond issue was passed providing funding for some six different projects,
all of which will corne to the UNM Board of Regents for approval. The gymnasium project will
add some 5,000 sq ft. and renovate 650 sq ft. of space in the existing building and will support an
Office Training Certification program and create weight training, movement and activity space
for instructional and recreational use by_students, faculty, staff and the local community. The
project budget is $400,000 funded by 1997 Gallup-McKinley County General Obligation Bond
proceeds.

•

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the gymnasium expansion project at Gallup
Campus. The motion was seconded by Regent Penny Taylor Rembe.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
PROJECT ApPROVAL FOR THE CENTER FOR TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION

Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, said that this project involves renovation of the
14,000 sq.ft. Industrial Arts Building on Main Campus. It will create two floor levels within
what was essentially a single-storey building and will house six seminar/computer laboratories,
computer training rooms, a resource library, video production rooms, office and support space.
A new elevator and accessible toilet rooms are also included.
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The project will fundamentally focus on the integration of educational technology into the K-16
classroom. Mr. Lujan characterized the building and program as a unit that will teach teachers
how to teach using all the latest technologies available. The project budget is $1,500,000 funded
by 1997 State of New Mexico General Obligation Bond proceeds.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval of the project to renovate the Industrial Arts
Building for the Center for Technology and Education. Regent David Archuleta seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
ARCHITECT SELECTION FOR THE STUDENT UNION/STUDENT SERVICES RENOVATION

•

The New Mexico Student Union and Student Services Departments renovation project consists
of the renovation ofthe present Student Union facility and space in Mesa Vista Hall, the Student
Services Building, and Student Health Center. The entire project will concentrate all Student
Service functions into a centralized location on the campus. The project budget is $25 million,
and planning is scheduled to be complete by November, 1998. Although the Regents expected to
act on architect selection for the project today, Vice President for Business and Finance David
Mc Kinney requested the item be tabled until a later date due to a scheduling conflict in
arranging meetings with the prospective architects prior to today's Board meeting. Following
this request, the Regents, the Regents' Advisors, Vice President Mc Kinney, and Director of
Facility Planning Roger Lujan engaged in a discussion regarding various aspects of the project.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to table the architect selection for the Student Union/Student
Services Renovation. Regent Kimberly Richards seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
RESOLUTION ENDORSING AND SUPPORTING THE

1998 STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND

ELECTION

•

Interim Vice President for Institutional Advancement Judy K. Jones said the Board of Regents is
being asked to endorse and support the $72.9 million state public educational capital
11

improvement projects question in the 1998 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond Act that
will be on the general election ballot in November, 1998. UNM has about $14.7 million worth
of projects in the bond issue, including $3 million for infrastructure. A state-wide steering
committee is being set up to raise private funds to promote the GO Bond initiative and oversee a
variety of other promotional efforts aimed at seeking support for the initiative. Resolutions of
endorsement and support from UNM's Board of Regents and those of other State institutions are
one means the committee will use to show support.

•

Regent Mary Tang asked for a breakdown of the $14.7 million, specifically regarding the Health
Sciences Center. Vice President Jones enumerated patient care equipment $1 million; cancer
tests $2 million; cancer patient care equipment $1 million; and renovation of the OMI Building.
Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the Resolution endorsing and supporting the
1998 State General Obligation Bond Election. Regent Mary Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the resolution is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit D.
******
1998-99 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET PLANS FOR THE UNIVERSITY
Vice President Mc Kinney reminded the Board of Regents that in devising the Operating and
Capital Budget Plans for the University, the University's strategy has always been not to inflate
the budget in anticipation of unexpected factors, but to make its best estimate of what the real
world of revenues and expenditures will be next year, recognizing that if changes occur, budget
revisions can be submitted to the Regents during the year.

•

Budget Director Julie Weaks presented the consolidated budget of the University of New
Mexico, covering the Main Campus, Health Sciences Center including the UNM Hospital, the
three branch campuses and the Taos Educational Center, to the Board of Regents for its approval.
Ms. Weaks explained that the Regents' approval is necessary to make the budget the official
budget of the University and to prepare it for submission to the Commission on Higher
Education and State Department of Finance and Administration.
In terms of state General Fund appropriation, UNM's share of the state higher education
appropriation remained steady from 1997-98 to 1998-99 at approximately 38.9%. At the same
time, the percentage of state general fund appropriation dedicated to higher education increased
from 16.1 % in 1997-98 to 16.5 % in 1998-99.

12
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Highlights of the University's FY 1998-99 Operating Budget Plans include:

•

An overall increase of3.0 percent in the total budgeted expenditures of the
University from all sources of funding. The 1998-99 total operating budget is
$971,140,237.

o

The following changes in the unrestricted and restricted Instruction and General
(I&G) budgeted expenditures: a 3.2% increase for the Main Campus; a 7.2%
increase for the Health Sciences Center; and increases of 7.1 % for UNM Gallup;
16.2% for UNM-Los Alamos; 8.1% for UNM-Valencia; and 33.1% for UNMTaos.

•

An increase of7.3% in state appropriations for the University of New Mexico,
including the Main Campus and Health Sciences Center and Branch Campus I&G
programs, as well as all research and public service programs. This is a
significant figure viewed in opposition to the 1% decrease last year.

•

Tuition and fee increases of 3.5% for Main Campus resident and non-resident
undergraduates, 3.9 % for resident graduates and 3.6 % percent for non-resident
graduates. Tuition and fee increases also occurred in Law, Pharm D, School of
Medicine, at UNM-Los Alamos and at the Taos Education Center.

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the 1998-99 Operating and capital budget plans
for the University. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
1999 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS LEGISLATIVE REOUESTS (2000-2004 PRESENTED AS
GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY)

The Legislative Requests list is comprised of projects that will be submitted to the Commission
on Higher Education and then to the Governor and Legislature for consideration at the next
legislative session. Vice President David Mc Kinney drew Regents' attention to a new topic
being introduced in the 1999 request: an estimated project cost of $200 million related to the
University's deferred maintenance and infrastructure needs, of which $15 million is included in
the 1999 appropriation request.

•

Before proceeding to the legislative request list, Vice President Mc Kinney called upon Donald
L. Mackel, Physical Plant Director, and Harvey D. Chace, Associate Director of Maintenance
13

and Construction, to brief the Regents on capital renewal and deferred maintenance, which as a
whole is defined as building system repair, renewal or replacement activities that have been
postponed due to lack of annual operations funds, and an underfunded capital renewal program.
Mr. Mackel and Mr. Chace also made a presentation on the New Mexico Higher Education
Symposium: Successful Planningfor Capital Renewal and Deferred Maintenance held at UNM
April 9-10, 1998, and co-hosted by the UNM Physical Plant Department, the New Mexico
Commission on Higher Education, the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers, and
Koch Financial Corporation. The Symposium was the first ever, collaborative effort undertaken
in an attempt to improve the way in which higher education and the State of New Mexico are
managing the growing backlog of deferred maintenance at its institutions.
Budget Director Julie Weaks presented the University's 5-year Capital Plan, noting that the full
five years is projected for information only, whereas it is the first-year plan that constitutes the
University's request to the upcoming legislative session. The 1999 State Appropriation Request
is broken down in priorities by area. Institution-wide priorities are Educational Equipment,
$1,284,861; ADA Compliance, $1,125,000; and Deferred Maintenance & Infrastructure Projects,
$15,000,000. Central Campus priorities are Architecture and Planning Building, $8,500,000, and
Science & Technology Complex, $25,570,000. For the North Campus, priorities are Health
Sciences Center Patient Care Equipment, $2,000,000; Health Sciences Center Education
Building Planning Funds, $1,100,000; and Health Sciences Center Research Facility - Planning
Funds, $1,500,000. For the South Campus the priority item is the University Stadium Expansion
- Phase III at $6,000,000. Priorities for the Branch Campuses are Gallup: Site Lighting/Parking
Improvements, $187,500; Los Alamos: Student Services Addition, $562,500; Taos: Education
Center - Phase II, $1,125,000; and Valencia: Instructional Facility - Phase I, $1,125,000. The
total 1999 State Appropriation Request is $65,259,861.

•

•

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the 1999 Capital Improvement Projects
Legislative Requests. Regent Kimberly Richards seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
ApPROVAL OF ALLOCA nON OF AIRPORT PROPERTY SALES PROCEEDS

Budget Director Julie Weaks explained that the University has reached a settlement with the City
of Albuquerque relative to the Airport land sale. The City was directed to pay the University
$1,722,330.63 and has done so by check. The proceeds from this sale will be allocated to
address funding for properties the University has purchased at 1721 Sigma Chi NE, 1800 Sigma
Chi NE, 1915 Las Lomas NE, and 1812 Sigma Chi NE, and to reimbursement for
litigation/arbitration expenses that have accrued since August 1996. Additionally, funding is
14
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requested from these proceeds for pending real estate property purchases at 1921 Las Lomas NE
and 1801 Sigma Chi NE. The net proceeds after payment of the foregoing items will be
deposited into the Regents Endowment Fund.
:: .

Regent Kimberly Richards moved for approval of the allocation of the Airport property sale
proceeds. Regent David Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
PURCHASING CONTRACT ApPROVALS

The following contract approvals have been reviewed by the Regents' Finance and Facilities
Committee and are submitted for approval by the full Board of Regents.
l.

•

Request for Proposal for Lifeguard Air Emergency Services (LGAES) was created to
select a vendor that would provide fixed-wing air transportation for UH patients, 24 hours _
per day and 365 days per year. LGAES is a hospital-based transport program that
provides complete care for pediatric and adult patients, via rotor-wing (helicopter) and
fixed-wing aircraft. LGAES began its operations in 1983 and it averages 58 fixed-wing
and 75 rotor-wing transports per month. These patients may be transported to other
hospitals as well. Total project contract cost for FY1999 = $1,287,800.00. The proposed
contract will be for five years with option to renew for three additional one-year
extensions. The maximum contract life term will be eight years.

Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval ofItem 1. Motion was seconded by Regent
Kimberly Richards.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
2.

•

Physics and Astronomy Lodestar Tramway. The object of this procurement is to furnish,
deliver, and install a double reversible aerial tramway as equipment for Enchanted Skies
Park, located near Grants, New Mexico. The budget is estimated at $3.5 million. The
tramway is to be commissioned for both industrial and passenger applications (the tram is
necessary for constructing the buildings at the site). Trams are custom designed to be site
specific, and engineering of this piece of equipment must begin now for the University to
meet the AFOSR deadline .
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Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval ofItem 2. Regent David Archuleta seconded
the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
3.

Purchase of clinical laboratory services from Regional Lab Corporation. After the
projected start on July 1, 1998, of the consolidated laboratory arrangement with
Presbyterian Healthcare Services, Southwest Healthcare Foundation and St. Vincent
Hospital (by which the UNM Regents will become a member of Regional Lab
Corporation, a New Mexico nonprofit corporation), University Hospital will purchase all
clinical laboratory tests for patients of all Health Sciences Center clinical facilities tests
from Regional Lab Corporation.

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval ofItem 3. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded
the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
REAPPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO HOSPITAL BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

•

The Board of Regents is requested to approve the reappointment of Randy Gleason and Laura
Threet to the University Hospital Board of Directors. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe said she
wished to mention that these two individuals have done a wonderful job for the Hospital Board.
She thanked them for what they have done, for the time they have put in, and said she was very
glad they had agreed to serve for another term.
Regent Kimberly Richards moved to approve the reappointment of Randy Gleason and Laura
Threet to the University Hospital Board of Directors. Regent Mary Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
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ApPROVAL OF SUPPLEMENTAL RESOLUTION DELEGATING AUTHORITY TO UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO HOSPITAL BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Vice President for Health Sciences Jane Henney said that as background for this supplemental
resolution she would like to point out that last December (1997) the issues of the authorities that
are vested in the Board of Regents and those that are delegated to the Hospital Board were
discussed for the purpose of clarification because of the need for explicitness required for
accreditation by the Joint Commission. At that time, two specific tasks that had previously been
done by the. Hospital Board were taken back by the Regents to be done by the Health Sciences
Committee arid then by the full Board of Regents. Those tasks were credentialling and quality
assurance. A group comprised of Regent Penny Taylor Rembe, representing the Health Sciences
Committee, Randy Gleason, representing the Hospital Board, Regent President Larry Willard,
UNM Hospital CEO Stephen McKernan, and Vice President for Health Sciences Dr. Jane
Henney met in further discussion to make very explicit what authorities or delegations the Board
of Regents wished the Hospital Board to have. The consensus was that it was best for the
Regents to be in a position to assess that issue every year, and that those delegations be done in
the fall after the elections conducted by the Hospital Board. Thus, those tasks will be reviewed
and potentially redelegated and even others added or subtracted each year. Also contemplated in
this resolution is the strong need for a feedback loop of communication between the Hospital
Board and the Board of Regents. The Hospital Board President already reports to the Health
Sciences Committee once a quarter, but this particular resolution also stipulates that the Chair of
the Board of Regents may appoint a member of the Board of Regents to attend meetings of the
Hospital Board, at least to their working sessions. Dr. Henney said that particularly in these
times when there is such transition in the health care field, that having the governing bodies
totally in sync with what is going on in Hospital operations, in program and budget, could be
accomplished by this. It is in that spirit that the Health Sciences Committee has adopted and
forwards this resolution to the full Board of Regents.
Regent Larry Willard said he thought the resolution gives the Hospital Board better defined
direction and a feeling of more security in what it does. At the same time, it covers other
compliance issues, and does not take away the Board of Regents' ultimate responsibility.

•

Regent David Archuleta asked whether this would in any way jeopardize accreditation, and Dr.
Henney replied that it did not. Regent Archuleta also asked whether the review process was
going to be duplicated, and Dr. Henney said she believed that would not be the case. She said
there would be a stronger hands-on review of many issues by the Hospital Board and that they
would be presented in due fashion to the Regents. Regent Archuleta said that his concern was
that with such good people serving on the Hospital Board, there should be no need for
duplication of the review that goes on with the Hospital, and that he had always been concerned
that the Board of Regents had taken away some authority from the Hospital Trustees. Regent
Willard said the resolution puts the responsibility on the Board of Regents not only to retain
excellent Trustees who will put in the time and effort and have a concern and interest, but at the
same time as Trustees turn over in the process, that a quality level will be maintained. Dr.
17
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Henney said she would wholeheartedly agree with what Regents Willard and Archuleta had said .
She said the group of people serving on the Board was terrifically talented, and the Regents have
been very diligent about their review of the makeup and needs of the Hospital Board, and the
annual review of delegation of responsibilities will allow the Board of Regents every year to
assess what kinds of experience and talents the Trustees exhibit in terms of making best use of
both governing Boards' time. Credentialling will still come to the Board of Regents.

•

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the supplemental resolution. Regent Penny
Taylor Rembe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
The Supplemental Resolution Delegating Authority to University of New Mexico Hospital Board
of Trustees is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit E.

******
Regent David Archuleta moved to adjourn the open meeting and to convene in Executive
Session. The motion was passed by unanimous consent.

******
The open meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

•

******
EXECUTIVE SESSION

The Regents met as noticed in executive session on pending/threatened litigation pursuant to
Section 10-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978, and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1H.(2) NMSA 1978.

******
APPROVED:
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ATTESTED:

SecretaryITreasurer

•
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EXHIBIT A

•

Form B

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

SURPLUS PROPERTY LIST DATED 05122/98

RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY#: 7.9

Business and Financial Matters:
Property Management

For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on June 9, 1998.

REOUESTED ACTION:

Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of the property on Surplus Property List dated OS/22/98.

•

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Please see the enclosed Surplus Property List dated OS/22/98.

APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE:
JUNEOI,1998.

Approved for submission:

•

Richard E. Peck
President

•

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS
Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061

TO:

David L. Mc Kinney, Vice President for Business and Finance

FROM:

Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management

SUBJ:

Surplus Property List dated 5/22/98

DATE:

May 22, 1998

Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus
property items which require Board of Regents approval for disposal.
We appreciate your assistance in placing this list on the next
meeting agenda.
•

Thank you.

xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger

•
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

UNM 10

DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP

DESCR I PT ION

40724
84957
93160
95073
95074
95075
104814
105263
105275
111712
115075
128884
129935
131513
139265
142345
149588
155280
156338
165728
165732
169619
169724
169759
169847
170343
170465
172196
176779
178315
178465
178485
178561
178562
182471
183167
183745
184163

PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BIOLOGY
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF NURSING
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
SOM·CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI
PHYS PLANT-ADMINISTRATION
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHEHICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SOM-CLINICAL RESEARCH CEN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENG
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BIOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS & Si~TISTICS
BIOLOGY
COMPUTING CENTE!" ,.IRT
MECHANICAL ENGIN . ~ING

RECORDER CHART
BRUSH
COMPUTER PRINTER/PLOTTER HE~LETT PACKARD
MICROTOME
AMES
CALCULATOR
HE~LETT PACKARD
COMPUTER PRINTER
HE~LETT PACKARD
COMPUTER PRINTER/PLOTTER HE~LETT PACKARD
OVEN ELEC LAB
PO\.IE RMA TI
BED HOSPITAL
CARROM
BED HOSPITAL
CARROM
MULTIMETER
KEITHLEY
VOLTMETER
. FLUKE
OSCILLOSCOPE
TEKTRONIX
MONITOR TV
PANASONIC
TYPE~RITER
IBM
OSCILLOSCOPE
B&K PRECISION
MULTIPROGRAMMER
HE~LETT pACKARD
COMPUTER PRINTER
DIABLO
ANALYZER ACOUSTIC EMISS# ACCOUSTIC
FREEZER
REVCO
LASER SYSTEM
LEXEL
COMPUTER PRINTER/PLOTTER CALCOMP
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZENITH
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM
KODAK
COMPUTER PRINTER
HE~LETT PACKARD
CHROMATOGRAPH
PERKIN ELMER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZENITH
PROTRACTOR PRECISION
MARQUETTE
COMPUTER PRINTER/PLOTTER HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL
DIGITAL
COMPUTER PRINTER
HE~LETT PACKARD
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEH
ZENITH
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZENITH
COMPUTER DATA TERHINAL
DIGIT AL
COMPUTER PRINTER
DIGITAL
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
AIC
ANALYZER
PACKARD
COMPUTER PRINTER
IBM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
APPLE

MFG/MAKE

5/22/98
Page
1

MODEL

SERIAL #

280
9862A
4553
9830A
9866A
9862A
20862-2
2001
2001
160B
803BRAE
502A
CT 906
SELECTRIC II
1476
6940B
630
3000
ULT-1785-BLT
150
1051
ZF-151-52
CT-l000
2686A
900
ZF-151-52
PM6028
DMP-41
VT204
2686A

241
1128A00729
633
1303AOll84
1234A0082
1232A01720
1015
TEAK
TEAK
10960
128
027347
EE6640126
6014156
7575
1923803755
59523
158
VR88320
3000
40445084
505DD0613C
502996
2424J86698
NONE
517DF0120C
JAK50282
142300-100
AB61600A71
2602J45877
607DF0057
648CF1584
AB54100R57
TA41856
03022
100761
110085134
F85069M

Z~-158-43
Z~-158-43

VT240
LA-210A2
286
B1500
4207
HAC II

ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION
66
72
74
74
75
75
78
76
76
76
77

79
78
79
81
81
82
83
83
84
84
85
85
86
86
85
86
86
87
87
86
87
86
86
88
88
89
89

3,372.00
2,684.00
3,602.00
9,442.00
1,118.00
2,204.00
1,385.00
964.00
964.00
528.00
1,000.00
5,500.00
615.00
675.00
770.00
6,599.00
4,039.00
14,979.00
4,750.00
28,225.00
23,524.00
3,835.00
709.00
2,272.00
6,223.00
1,427.00
8,265.00
2,405.00
1,114.00
2,842.00
2,118.00
1,413.00
4,169.00
1,164.00
2,521.00
14,790.00
569.00
2,015.00

OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS

•

•

•

SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

5/22/98
Page

UNM 10

DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP

DESCRIPTION

MFG/MAKE

MODEL

186521
186653
186956
186979
187538
187694
187849
188114
189241
189318
189331
190662
190931
190940
191094
191333
191416
191435
191438
191858
192869
193347
193361
193362
193363
193364
193590
193804
194574
194613
194675
194886
194890
194939
195348
195368
195370
195438
195928

PHYS PLANT-INFORMATION SY
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
SOM-PEDIATRICS
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
NEW MEXICO UNION
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
SOM-MEDICINE
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MAXWELL MUSEUM
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS
PHYS PLANT-ADMINISTRATION
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNICAT
PHYS PLANT-AUTOMOTIVE
PHYS PLANT-CUSTODIAL
PHYS PLANT-ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COLLEGE ENRICHMENT PROGRA
FACILITY PLANNING
SOM-MOL GENETICS/MICROBIO
SOM-MEDICINE
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
EDUC-LEADERSHIP & ORG LEA
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
PAYROLL
PAYROLL
COMPUTING CENTER,' tRT
SOH'PEDIATRICS

COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER PORTABLE
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
FAX MACHINE
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GENERATOR TIME MARK
CONTROL UN IT
CLOCK TIME
CLOCK TIME
CLOCK TIME
CLOCK TIME
CLOCK TIME
SCANNER
FAX MACHINE
COMPUTER COLOR PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER PORTABLE
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
DISPLAY APPARATUS

IBM
COMPUADD
SUN
COMPAQ
COMPUADD
IBM
ZENITH
IBM
EPSON
IBM
IBM
'PANASONIC
ZENITH
HEWLETT PACKARD
IBM
GA TEIoIA Y 2000
MARATHON
IBM
IBM
SMPTE
LEXICON
TIME AMERICA
TIME AMERICA
TIME AMERICA
TI ME AMER I CA
TIME AMERICA
APPLE
CANON
HEWLETT PACKARD
NORTHGATE
IBM
ZENITH
ZENITH
APPLE
BONDWELL
ZENITH
GATEWAY 2000
ZENITH
APPLE

50
78 4234112
286
0105141
GDM-1604-15
917BG5110
110
4921AR2B0145
286
0139169
XL24E
112026367
20
0371284132
70
23-9079251
LQ-850
0021048196
8555031
0077902
8555031
230110883
UF160
290040271
ZCV2525EY
014CF006919
33449A
3015J837
8555031
236552124
AW424/E
95532
386
N/A
70A21
236035819
70A21
236045145
F21
211854
N/A
N/A
TA530
N/A
TA530
N/A
TA530
N/A
TA530
N/A
TA530
N/A
A9M0337
0160079
FAXL770
H110945A
C1602A
3112A51748
386/25
GT638633CS
855U41
23PGDDH
386SX
107EC009346
386SX
107EC009168
LASER WRITER NT BCGM0097
B310
B310A0048466
ZCM14921
133RE0442ROE
38625
313201
ZMF248X4
107EC009348
402
PH126WEAIS

SERIAL #

ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION
89
89
89
89
90
89
91
90
90
92
91
91
91
91
90
92
92
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
92
91
92
92
92
92
92

92
92
92
92
92
92

3,113.00
1,879.00
1,250.00
9,007.00
2,046.00
829.00
2,200.00
6,262.00
535.00
2,097.00
2,097.00
799.00
2,028.00
1,485.00
5,637.00
3,090.00
3,240.00
5,928.00
5,928.00
982.00
800.00
1,430.00
1,430.00
1,430.00
1,430.00
1,430.00
1,329.00
2,833.00
2,191.00
3,649.00
1,999.00
1,702.00
1,702.00
1,581.00
1,063.00
607.00
2,405.00
1,653.00
2,370.00

BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

5/22/98
Page 3

!111M 10

DEPT TURNING IN EaUIP

DESCRIPTION

MFG/MAKE

MODEL

SERIAL II

"195980
196431
196446
196449
198410
198624
199395
200369
200387
200387
200649
200650
200651
200936
204110
205669
206391
207747
208593
214538
215108
221328

SOM-CLINICAL RESEARCH CEN
SOH-PEDIATRICS
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
SURPLUS PROPERTY-WAREHOUS
COHPUTING CENTER/CIRT
SOH-MATERNITY & INFANT CA
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SPANISH COLONIAL RESEARCH
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SOM-MEDICINE
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

BOARD
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
SPARCSTATION
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE
COMPUTER MODEM
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
TYPEWRI TER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER HARD DISK

MAGNATAG
IBM
SUN
SUN
IBM
CISCO
GVC
DATA GENERAL
DATA GENERAL
DATA GENERAL
IBM
·IBM
IBM
GATEWAY 2000
TATUNG
IBM
GENICOM
IBM
GATEWAY 2000
IBM
EaUUS
SEAGATE

N/A
8518001
FC16AS
600257505
40SX
MT800
9600
DG5250
DG5250
DG5250
8570A21
95570BA
95570BA
48633
CM17HBD
9556DBA
1040
9556KBA
BABY AT
SElECTRICII
48633DX
4GBHDS

~A1000645

COUNT OF ITEMS TO AUCTION

TOTAL COUNT:

99

99

239370A
C1762LR49394
151M1235
23YPCF3
JF492160297
006480
33046713
33046804
33046804
236065722857
23ADV78
23ACV61
1164955
23140676
23GCKNK
E4310723
23GPAN7
1948443
264404000
65492
WZ188497

COST OF ITEMS TO AUCTION

ACaDATE AcaUISITION COST EXPLANATION
92
92
92
92

93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
94
94
93
94
94
90
95
97

965.00
1,399.00
4,252.00
4,394.00
2,073.00
1,020.00
665.00
660.00
660.00
660.00
5,642.00
3,519.00
3,420.00
1,950.00
875.00
3,008.00
1,371.00
2,980.00
1,665.00
610.00
2,155.00
1,066.00

313,265.00

TOTAL COST:

313,265.00

OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
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EXHIBITB

FormB

•

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
HEALTHSClliNCESCENTER
TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

REGENTS ' HEALTH SClliNCES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on June 9, 1998.

APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY:

RPM2.13.2

REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the following appointments to the UNM Health
Sciences Center Medical Staff:
Permanent Appointments (Reappointments 1998/99)*:

•

Surgery
Victor Davis, MD
Linda Ann Smith, MD
William Talbot, MD
Pediatrics

1. Deane Waldman, MD
Provisional Appointments:
Familv & Community Medicine
Barry Diskant, MD
David Giroux, P A

Psychiatry
Susan Kaspi, Ph.D.
Edith Lopez, Ph.D.

Ob/Gyn
Gloria Vigil, CNP

Surgery
Linda Vaughan, Audiologist

Pathology
Matthew Luke, MD

* contingent upon afavorable response from the National Practitioner Data Bank.
APPROVED BY THE REGENTS' HEALTH SClliNCES COMMITTEE: June 1,1998
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:

•

Richard E. Peck, Ph.D.
Preside11l, University of New Mexico

•

•

•

EXHIBIT C

•
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THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

,j

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

,i

OF
LOBO ENERGY, INCORPORATED
1946375

•

The State Corporation Commission certifies that duplicate
originals of the Articles of Incorporation attached hereto,
duly signed and verified pursuant to the provisions of the
NONPROFIT CORPORATION ACT
(53-8-1 to 53-8-99 NMSA 1978)
have been received by it and are found to conform to law.
Accordingly, by virtue of the authority vested in it by
the State Corporation Commission issues this Certificate
of Incorporation and attaches hereto a duplicate original of
the Articles of Incorporation.
~aw,

Dated:

JULY 15, 1998
In Testimony Whereof, the State Corporation
Commission of the State of New Mexico has
caused this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the Seal of said COmmission to be
affixed at the City of Santa Fe
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
LOBO ENERGY, INCORPORATED

The undersigned, for the purpose of forming a nonprofit corporation under the
New Mexico Nonprofit Corporation Act and the New Mexico Research Park Corporation
Act, adopts the following Articles of Incorporation:

ARTICLE I
The name of the corporation is: Lobo Energy, Incorporated.

ARTICLE II
The corporation shall have a perpetual existence.
ARTICLE III

•

(a)
The corporation is organized exclusively for charitable, educational and
scientific purposes within the meaning of Section SOl(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986 or with corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue
Code (hereinafter, the "Code"). Specifically, the corporation is organized to support the
University of New Mexico for the purposes of generally providing contractual services
including financing, operating, improving and expanding the University's utilities
services infrastructure and for all other purposes permitted under the University Research
Park Act. The purposes stated in this article are limited to those purposes that come
within the meaning of and comply with Section SOl(c) (3) of the Code or with
corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Code.
(b)
In furtherance of the charitable, educational and scientific purposes
specified in this Article III(a), the corporation is organized, and at all times hereafter shall
be operated, exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the
purposes of, the University of New Mexico.
(c)
The corporation shall be operated, supervised, or controlled by the
University of New Mexico.
(d)
The corporation shall not be controlled directly or indirectly by one or
more disqualified persons other than a foundation manager or the University of New
Mexico.

ARTICLE IV

•

(a)
No part of the net earnings of the corporation shall inure to the benefit of,
or be distributed to, its directors, trustees, officers, or other private persons, except that
the corporation shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonabl.~..£Qmpeps~o~-.for --_'
services rendered and for property. Notwithstanding any other provislPn'pfthese
articles~
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the corporation shall not carry on any activities not permitted to be carried on by a
corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Code.
(b)
This Paragraph (b) shall apply only if the corporation is or becomes a
private foundation as that term is defined by Section 509 of the Code. The corporation
shall expend or distribute its income for each year at such time and in such amount and
manner as not to subject it to tax under Section 4942 of the Code; and shall refrain from
any act of self dealing, any retention of excess business holdings, any investment and any
taxable expenditure which would subject it to tax under Sections 4941,4943,4944 or
4945 of the Code.

ARTICLE V

•

Upon the dissolution of the corporation, all of the corporation's remaining assets
shall be distributed to the Regents of the University of New Mexico, a New Mexico
public corporation, if it is then still in existence and still a public corporation. If either of
the foregoing conditions is not satisfied, then the remaining assets shall be distributed for
one or more exempt purposes within the meaning of § 50 1(c)(3) of the Code.
Any assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by a court of competent
jurisdiction of the county in which the principal office of the corporation is located. The
court shall distribute such property exclusively for exempt purposes or to such
organization or organizations which are organized and operated for exempt purposes .
ARTICLE VI
The only member of the corporation shall be the Regents of the University of New
Mexico, a New Mexico public corporation.
ARTICLE VII
The address of the corporation's initial registered office is Scholes Hall, Room
152, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-0056, and the name
of the corporation's initial registered agent at that address is Charles N. Estes, Jr.
ARTICLE VIII
The initial Board of Directors, who have consented to serve as directors, shall
consist of three (3) members whose names and addresses are:
Address
Larry D. Willard

•

Norwest Bank New Mexico
200 Lomas Boulevard N.W .
12th Floor
Albuquerque, NM 87102
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•

Richard E. Peck

Scholes Hall, Room 160 .
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001

David L. Mc Kinney

Scholes Hall, Room 109
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3001

ARTICLE X
The name and address of the incorporator is:
Address
Robert 1. Desiderio

..

Bratton Hall, Room 2016
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1431

•
Date

/98-0\ 89.doc
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AFFIDAVIT OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPOINTMENT
BY DESIGNATED INITIAL REGISTERED AGENT

TO:

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

I
i
I

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO

)
) ss.
)

On this 13th day of July, 1998, before me,
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[

aNotary Public in and for the State of New

Mexico and County ofBemali11o, personally appeared Charles N. Estes, Jr., who is known to me
to be the undersigned person and who, being by me duly sworn, acknowledged to me that he
does accept his 'appointment as the initial Registered Agent of Lobo Energy, Inc., the

•

Corporation which is named in the annexed Articles ofIncorporation, and which is applying for a
Certificate of Incorporation pursuant to the provisions of the Nonprofit Corporation Act of the
State of New Mexico.

G;g~ 7l~9
Registered Agent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 13th day of July, 1998.

Notar;;ubiiC
My Commission expires:

c:2. -/;;1 -c:LOOO .
/98-01 86.doc

•

•

II.B. BYLAWS

The Bylaws are standard non-profit corporation bylaws. You may wish to review Article
I which states the purposes of the corporation.
The University is the sole member of the corporation.
The Board of Directors is charged with the management and control of the corporation
The Board of Directors shall have no less than nine members:
one Regent
President of the University
Chief Financial Officer of the University
two deans or directors, including one from Health Sciences
President of the corporation
at least three "External Directors," appointed by the Board of Regents
Corporation shall be audited annually, and the audit report furnished to the Regents.

•

•
Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated

Bylaws
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Minutes of the Initial Meeting of the Board of Directors of
LOBO ENERGY INC.

The first meeting of the Board of Directors of LOBO ENERGY, INC. was held at
Scholes Hall, University of New Mexico, on September 3, 1998, at 9:00 a.m.
There were present: Larry Willard and David Mc Kinney, Directors; William
Gordon, President of the University of New Mexico; Michael Fischer, Dean of the UNM
College of Arts & Sciences; Steve McKernan, Chief Executive Officer, UNM Hospital;
Larry Shuster, Don Mackel, Jon Word, Julie Weaks, and Robert J. Desiderio. 1:.. quorum
of directors was present.
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and carried unanimously, Larry Willard was

•

elected Chair and David Mc Kinney was elected Secretary of this meeting .
The Chair stated that the original Articles of Incorporation had been filed in the
office of the New Mexico Corporation Commission on June 19, 1998. The chairperson
presented a certified copy of such Articles ofIncorporation and a Certificate of
Incorporation. The Secretary was instructed to file the copy of the Articles of
Incorporation and the Certificate ofIncorporation in the minutes book of the Corporation.
The Secretary indicated that one of the initial members of the Board of Directors
was Dr. Richard Peck. Dr. Peck, however, resigned from the Board when he retired from
the Presidency ofUNM. It was therefore
RESOL YED that Dr. William Gordon, Interim President ofUNM, be added to

•

the Board of Directors to fill the vacancy .
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•

Proposed By-Laws were presented to the meeting and discussed, following which,
on motion duly made, seconded, and carried unanimously, it was
RESOL YED that the By-Laws presented to this meeting are adopted and the
Secretary is directed to certify such By-Laws and place them in the minutes book.

President Gordon then indicated that pursuant to the By-Laws he had appointed
Dr. Michael Fischer, Dean, UNM College of Arts and Sciences and Steve McKernan,
Chief Executive Officer ofUNMH as members of the Board of Directors.

It was then
RESOL YED that Willard Lewis be appointed to the Board as a public member
for a term expiring August 31,2002, and that Jon Word be appointed to the Board

•

as a public member for a term expiring August 31, 2001.

Upon recommendation of the Chairperson and on motion duly made, seconded,
and carried unanimously it was
RESOL YED that Dr. Michael Fischer be elected Vice Chair of the Board of
Directors.

The following persons were thereafter nominated to be officers of the Corporation
to take office immediately after this meeting:

•

OFFICE

NAME

Secretary

Willard Lewis

Treasurer

Willard Lewis

•

There were no other nominations and on motion duly made, seconded, and carried
unanimously, such nominees were duly elected to the offices stated beside their
respective names.
The Chairperson then suggested that the Secretary of the Corporation should be
authorized to procure the necessary books and that the President of the Corporation
should be authorized to pay all expenses and to reimburse all persons for expenditures
made in connection with the organization of this Corporation. After deliberation and
discussion, on motion duly made, seconded, and carried unanimously, it was
RESOL YED that the Secretary of this Corporation be, and he hereby is,
authorized and directed to procure all corporate books necessary or appropriate in

•

connection with the business of this Corporation.

RESOL YED that regular meetings of the Board of Directors be held at the office
of the Corporation on the last Tuesday of each month.

The Chairperson raised the issue of tax exemption. He indicated that he had
discussed both Federal and State tax exemption with legal counsel who recommended
that the Corporation seek both Federal and State tax exempt status. Robert 1. Desiderio
then explained the requirements for Federal and State tax exemption.
Upon motion duly filed, seconded, and carried unanimously, it was

•

•

RESOLVED that Robert J. Desiderio execute and file all necessary Federal and
State tax exemption applications with the appropriate Federal and State
authorities.

It was also

RESOLVED that the Chair of the Board of Directors be authorized to execute all
contracts and other documents until the President is appointed.

The Board then discussed the search for a President. It was
RESOL VED that the Board review the list and candidates and select the top ten
candidates for further consideration.

•

There being no further business, the meeting was thereupon adjourned at
/1.'oD Am .

Secretary

APPROVED:

•

Chair

•

BYLAWS

OF
LOBO ENERGY, INC.

ARTICLE I
PURPOSE
The corporation is organized exclusively for charitable, educational, and scientific
purposes as stated in the Articles of Incorporation. Specifically, the corporation will
support the University of New Mexico by providing utility related services including
financing, operating, improving and expanding the University's utilities services

•

infrastructure and for all other activities permitted under the University Research Act.
The purposes stated in this article are limited to those purposes that come within the
meaning of and comply with Section 501(c)(3) of the Code or with corresponding
provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Code.

ARTICLEll

OFFICE
Section 1.

Office.

The principal office of the corporation shall be

located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The corporation may also maintain offices at such
other places, within or without the State of New Mexico, as the Board of Directors may

•

from time to time determine.

•

ARTICLEllI
MEMBER

Section 1.

Member.

The Regents of the University of New Mexico, a

New Mexico public corporation, is the only member of the corporation. The Regents of
the University of New Mexico ("Regents") shall have all the rights and privileges'granted
to it by the New Mexico Nonprofit Corporation Act, the University Research Park Act,
the Articles ofIncorporation, and these Bylaws.

Section 2.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the member shall be

held within sixty days following the close of the fiscal year of the corporation .

•

Section 3.

Special Meetings.

Special meetings of the member may be

called by the President of the corporation or any member of the Regents.

Section 4.

Notice.

Notice of any meeting of the member shall be given

according to the policies for giving of notice for any meeting of the Regents.

ARTICLE IV
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Section 1.

The business and property of the corporation shall be managed and

controlled by a Board of Directors. The number of directors shall be no less than seven .

•

The directors shall consist of one Regent of the University of New Mexico; the President

2

•

of the University of New Mexico; the Vice President for Business and Finance of the
University of New Mexico; two deans or directors of the University, one of whom shall
be from the Health Sciences Center, appointed by the President of the University of New
Mexico; and at least two public members who are not employees or Regents of the
University of New Mexico. The public members shall be elected by the Board of
Directors. Two deans or directors of the University shall be named by the President of
the University at that organizational meeting of the Board and those two will join the
Board immediately.
The initial Board of Directors shall elect two public members of the Board at the
organizational meeting. The two public members will join the Board at the
organizational meeting immediately after they are elected. The terms of the public

•

members will be staggered so that one will serve until August 31, 2001 and the other
shall serve until August 31, 2002. Thereafter public members of the Board of Directors
shall serve a term of three years. Each public member may serve more than one term.
Section 2.

Annual Meetings.

The annual meeting of the Board shall be

held within sixty days following the close of the fiscal year of the corporation. Ten days
notice of the time and place of the meeting shall be given by mail, telegram, facsimile, or
other electronic means.
Section 3.

Regular Meetings.

In addition to the annual meeting, three

regular meetings of the corporation shall be held annually. Those meetings shall be
scheduled with the annual meeting so that the four meetings are held quarterly.

•

Section 4.

Special Meetings Notice.

Special meetings of the Board of

Directors shall be held whenever called by the President of the corporation, the Chair of

3

•

the Board of Directors, or any three members of the Board at such time and place as may
be specified in notice. Notice, by mail, telegram, facsimile, or telephone of such special
meeting shall be given to each director at least 24 hours before the meeting is to be held.
Section 5.

Quorum and Voting. A majority of the directors shall constitute a

quorum for the transaction of business, and all actions of the Board shall be taken by a
majority vote. A quorum once attained shall be deemed to continue until adjournment
notwithstanding a voluntary withdrawal of enough directors to leave less than a quorum.
Section 6.

Vacancies.

Any vacancy ofa public member of the Board shall

be filled for the unexpired term by the Regents. Any vacancy of members of the Board
who are the two deans or directors shall be appointed by the President of the University
of New Mexico .

•

Section 7.

Removal of Directors. A director, except the President and the

Vice President for Business and Finance of the University, may be removed by the
Regents with or without cause. Any such director proposed to be removed shall be
entitled to at least five (5) days notice in writing by mail of the proposed removal and of
the meeting time and place at which removal is to be voted upon. Such director shall be
entitled to appear and be heard at the meeting considering his or her removal.
Section 8.

Chair.

At its annual meeting, the Board of Directors shall

elect one of its members as Chair of the Board, and another of its members as Vice Chair
of the Board. At any meeting in which the Chair of the Board is not present, the Vice
Chair shall preside. In the absence of the Chair and Vice Chair, the Board of Directors

•

shall choose one of its members present as temporary chair.

•

Section 9 .

Committees.

The Board of Directors may appoint any committee

and delegate to those committees any and all duties allowed by the New Mexico
Nonprofit Corporation Act. Each committee appointed under this section shall include at
least two members of the Board of Directors.
Section 10.

Compensation.

Directors shall not receive any

compensation for their services, except that the Directors may receive fees and expenses
for attending meetings.
Section 11.

Meetings by Telephone Conference Call or Other Electronic

Means. All meetings of the Board of Directors or any committees may be held by
telephone conference call or other similar telecommunications equipment by which all
meeting participants can hear each other at the same time. Meetings may also be held by

•

electronic mail or other electronic means and action may be taken at such meetings, so
long as all members of the Board specially consent to such action and affix their names to
that consent.

ARTICLE V
OFFICERS
Section 1.
a.

Number. Qualifications. Elections and Term of Office.

The officers of the corporation shall consist ofa President, one or more Vice
Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and such other officers with such powers and
duties not consistent with these Bylaws as may be approved by the Board of

•

Directors. Any two or more offices may be held by the same person .
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•

b.

The President shall be elected by the Board of Directors and shall serve a term
specified by the Board of Directors. All other officers shall be appointed by the
President of the corporation. The President shall designate the term of each of the
officers, which term may not exceed three years.
Section 2.

President.

The President shall be the chief executive officer of

the corporation and shall have general charge of the business affairs and property of the
corporation in its general operations. The President shall do and perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the Board of Directors.
Section 3.

Vice President(s).

During the absence or disability of the

President, the Vice President shall exercise all the functions of the President and, when so
acting, shall have all the powers of the President subject all the restrictions upon the

•

President. If the corporation has more than one vice president, the President shall
designate the Vice President who shall act as President. If the President cannot or does
not designate the vice president who shall act as President, the Board of Directors shall
designate the vice president.
Section 4.
a.

Secretary.

The Secretary shall:

Record all the proceedings of the meetings of the member, the Board of Directors,
and any committee;

b.

Cause all notices to be duly given in accordance with the provisions of the Bylaws
and any committee;

c.

•

Be responsible for the custody of the corporate books and records, except books
of account for which the Treasurer is responsible;

d.

In general, perform all duties incident to the office of the Secretary; and

6

•

e.

Perform such other duties assigned by the Board of Directors of President.
Section 5.

a.

Treasurer.

The Treasurer shall:

Have charge of and supervision over and be responsible for the funds, securities,
receipts and disbursements of the corporation;

b.

Keep, or cause to be kept, all the books of account of all the business and
transactions of the corporation;

c.

Render to the President, or the Board of Directors, and to the members, whenever
requested, a statement of the financial condition of the corporation and of all the
Treasurer's transactions; and render a full financial report, based on the books and
accounts audited annually by a certified public accountant at the annual meeting
of the Board of Directors; and

•

d.

In general, perform all duties incident to the office of Treasurer; and

e.

Perform such other duties assigned by the Board of Directors or President.
Section 6.

Removal of Officers. The President may be removed from office

by the Board of Directors, at any regular or special meeting called for the purpose, when
in its judgment the best interest of the corporation will be served. Officers, other than the
President, may be removed by the President which in his or her judgment the best interest
of the corporation would be served.
Section 7.

Vacancies.

A vacancy in the office of President shall be filled

for the unexpired portion of the term by the Board of Directors at any regular or special
meeting. A vacancy in any other office shall be filled for the unexpired portion of the

•

term by the President.

7

•

Section 8.

The Board of Directors shall designate

Checks and Bond.

which officers shall have the authority to sign checks and drafts of the corporation. The
officers with the authority to sign checks and drafts of the corporation shall be required to
give bond for the faithful discharge of their duties.

ARTICLE VI

The corporation shall be audited within 90 days following the close of its fiscal
year by an independent certified public accountant licensed by the State of New Mexico
selected by the Board of Directors. The certified public accountant shall make a
determination as to whether the corporation has complied with the provisions of the
University Research Park Act. The certified public accounting firm who performed the

•

audit shall furnish copies of its report to the Regents and the New Mexico Corporation
Commission.

•
8

•

ARTICLE vn
AMENDMENTS
The Bylaws may be amended by the Board of Directors at any annual, regular, or
special meeting. Directors shall be entitled to at least five (5) days' notice in writing by
mail of the meeting time and place at which the amendment is to be voted upon. The
written notice must include a copy of the proposed amendment. No amendment to the
Bylaws shall be effective until approved by the Regents.

We certify that the above Bylaws of the Corporation were adopted by the Board
of Directors on

•

----------------

ChCUf

~2dA~
SecretarylD ate

•

•

BYLAWS
OF
LOBO ENERGY, INCORPORATED ("LEI")

ARTICLE I

•

PURPOSE
The corporation is organized exclusively for utilities services purposes as
stated in the Articles of Incorporation. Specifically, the corporation supports the
University of New Mexico by 1) comprehensive strategic planning for provision
of the required current and future utility services of the University, 2) procurement of fuel, equipment and other materials and services required to provide utility services, 3) employment of capital and human resources required to deliver,
maintain, and manage utility and related maintenance service obligations, and 4)
engaging in business and regulatory activities for the purpose of maximizing the
use and benefit of the University's and LEI's existing and future utility services
systems.

ARTICLE II
OFFICE
Section 1. Office. The principle office of the corporation shall be located in
New Mexico. The corporation may also maintain offices at such
other places, within or without the state of New Mexico, as the Board of Directors
may from time to time determine.
Albuquerque~

ARTICLE III
MEMBER

•

Section 1. Member. The Regents of the University of New Mexico, a New
Mexico public corporation, is the only member of the corporation. The Regents of
the University of New Mexico shall have all the rights and privileges granted to it
by the New Mexico Nonprofit Corporation Act, the University Research Park Act,
the Articles of Incorporation, and these bylaws.
Section 2. Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the member shall be
held within sixty days following the close of the fiscal year of the corporation.

Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated
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•

Section 3. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the member may be
called by the President of the corporation or any member of the Board of Regents
of the University of New Mexico (the "Regents").
Section 4. Notice. Notice of any meeting of the member shall be given according to the policies for giving of notice for any meeting of the Regents.

ARTICLE IV
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

•

•

Section 1. The business and property of the corporation shall be managed
and controlled by a Board of Directors. The number of directors shall be no less
than nine (9). The directors shall include a Regent of the University of New
Mexico appointed by the President of the Regents; the President of the University
of New Mexico; two deans or directors employed by the University of New Mexico, one of which must be from the Health Sciences Center, or its successor, appointed by the President of the University; the chief financial officer of the University of New Mexico, the President of the Corporation, and at least three (3)
individuals who are not employees of the University of New Mexico, the
"External Directors"
Section 2. The External Directors' terms shall be four years except for the
initial External Directors. At the first annual meeting of the member, the Board of
Regents shall appoint those members of the Board of Directors who are the initial
External Directors. The initial External Directors shall serve for two, three or four
years, as directed by the Board of Regents. At each annual meeting thereafter, the
Board of Directors shall nominate directors, who are appointed by the Regents of
the University of New Mexico, to fill positions of directors whose terms have expired. The nominations shall be' presented to the Regents for their action. If the
Regents fail to act within sixty days of receiving the nominations, the nominees
shall be considered appointed by the Regents to the Board of Directors. The
President of the University of New Mexico shall appoint the members appointed
by the President of the University of New Mexico annually. The directors shall
serve until the expiration of their term of office or until the election and qualification of the respective successors. Directors may serve more than one term.
Section 3. Annual Meetings. The annual meeting of the Board shall be held
within sixty days following the close of the fiscal year of the corporation. The
days notice of the time and place of the meeting shall be given by mail, telegram,
or facsimile.
Section 4. Regular Meetings. In addition to the annual meeting, three regular
meetings of the corporation shall be held annually. Those meeting shall be scheduled with the annual meeting so that the four meetings are held quarterly.

Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated
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•

Section 5. Special Meetings Notice. Special meetings of the Board ofDirectors shall be held whenever called by the President of the corporation, the Chair
of the Board of Directors, or any three members of the Board at such time and
place as may be specified in notice. Notice, by mail, telegram, facsimile, or telephone of such special meeting shall be given to each director at least 24 hours before the meeting is to be held.
Section 6. Quorum and Voting. A majority of the directors shall constitute
a quorum for the transaction of business, and all actions of the Board shall be
taken by a majority vote. A quorum once attained shall be deemed to continue
until adjournment notwithstanding a voluntary withdrawal of enough directors to
leave less than a quorum.
Section 7. Vacancies. Any vacancy in the Board shall be filled for the unexpired term by the Regents.
Section 8. Removal of Directors. Any director may be removed by the Regents.
Section 9. Chair. At its annual meeting, the Board of Directors shall elect
one of its members as Chair of the Board. At any meeting in which the Chair of
the Board is not present, the Board of Directors shall choose one of its members
present as temporary chair.
Section 10. Committees. The Board of Directors may appoint any committee and delegate to that committee any and all duties allowed by the New Mexico
Nonprofit Corporation Act. Each committee appointed under this section shall
include at least two members of the Board of Directors. The standing committees
shall be:
i.)
Strategic Planning;
ii.)
Audit and Finance;
iii.) Executive Committee; and
iv.)
Others as needed.
Section II. Compensation. Directors shall not receive any compensation
for their services, except that the Directors may receive fees and expenses for attending meetings.
Section 12. Meetings by Telephone Conference Call. All meetings of the
Board of Directors or any committees may be held by telephone conference call or
other similar telecommunications equipment by which all meeting participants can
hear each other at the same time.
ARTICLE V

•

OFFICERS
Section 1. Number of Qualifications. Election and Term of Office.

Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated
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•

a.
The officers of the corporation shall consist of a President, one or
more Vice Presidents, a Secretary and a Treasurer. Any two more offices may be
held by the same person.
b.
The President shall be elected by the Board of Directors and shall
serve a term at the pleasure of the Board of Directors. All other officers shall be
appointed by the President of the corporation. The President shall designate the
term of each of the officers.
Section 2. President. The President shall be the chief executive officer of
the corporation and shall have general charge of the business, affairs and property
of the corporation in its general operations. The President shall do and perform
such other duties as may be assigned by the Board of Directors, and shall be an exofficio member of all committees. The President shall be a member of the Board
of Directors.
Section 3. Vice President(s). During the absence or disability of the
President, a Vice President shall exercise all the functions of the President and,
when so acting, shall have all the powers of the President subject to all the restrictions upon the President. If the corporation has more than one vice president, the
President shall designate the Vice President who shall act as President. If the
President cannot or does not designate the vice president who shall act as President, the Board of Directors shall designate the vice president.
Section 4. The Secretary shall:
a.
Record all the proceedings of the meetings of the member, the Board
of Directors, and any committee;
b.
Cause all notices to be duly given in accordance with the provisions
of the Bylaws and any committee;
c.
Be responsible for the custody of the corporate books and records,
except books of account for which the Treasurer is responsible;
d.
in general, perform all duties incident to the office of the Secretary;
and
e.
Perform such other duties assigned by the Board of Directors or
President.
Section 5. Treasurer. The Treasurer shall:
a.
Have charge of an supervision over and be responsible for the funds,
securities, receipts an disbursements of the corporation;
b.
Keep, or cause to be kept, all the books of accounts of all the business and transactions of the corporation;
c.
Render to the President, or the Board of Directors, and to the members, whenever requested, a statement of the financial condition of the corporation
and all the Treasurer's transactions; and render a full financial report based on the
books and accounts audited annually by a certified public accountant at the annual
meeting of the Board of Directors;

Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated
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d.

,.

l

In general, perfonn all duties incident to the office of the Treasurer;

and
e.
Perfonn such other duties assigned by the Board of Directors or
President.
Section 6. Removal of Officers. The President may be removed from
office by the Board of Directors, at any regular or special meeting called for the
purpose, when in its judgment the best interest of the corporation will be served.
Officers, other than the President, may be removed by the President when in his or
her judgment the best interest of the corporation would be served.
Section 7. Vacancies. A vacancy in the office of President shall be
filled for the unexpired portion of the tenn by the Board of Directors at any regular or special meeting. A vacancy in any other office shall be filled for the unexpired portion of the term by the President.
Section 8. Checks and Bond. The Board of Directors shall designate
which officers shall have the authority to sign checks and drafts of the corporation.
The officers with the authority to sign drafts and checks of the corporation shall be
required to give bond for the faithful discharge of their duties.
ARTICLE VI

•

The corporation shall be audited within 90 days following the close of its fiscal
year by an independent certified public accountant licensed by the State of New
Mexico selected by the Board of Directors. The certified public accountant shall
make a determination as to whether the corporation has complied with the provisions of the University Research Park Act. The certified public accounting firm
who performed the audit shall furnish copies of its report to the Regents and the
New Mexico Corporation Commission, or its successor organization.

ARTICLE VII
AMENDMENTS
The Bylaws may be amended by the Board of Directors at any annual, regular, or
special meeting. Directors shall be entitled to at least five (5) days' notice in writing by mail of the meeting time and place at which the amendment is to be voted
upon. The written notice must include a copy of the proposed amendment. No
amendment to the Bylaws shall be effective until approved by the Regents.

•

I hereby certify that the above and foregoing Bylaws of Lobo Energy, Incorporated, a New Mexico corporation, consisting of eleven (11) pages, this page included, are the Bylaws of this corporation, adopted by the Board of Directors
, 1997.
thereof at a meeting held on
day of
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.

•

Name
Chainnan of the Board

.

~

,

Name
Secretary

Signed and sworn to before me on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 1997

by_____________________________________________________

(Seal)

•

My C01ll11!-ission Expires:
Notary Public

•
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II.C. MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT (MOA)
The Memorandwn of Agreement (MOA) contains the expectations and perfonnance obligations UNM seeks from LEI. These obligations are fonnalized in the Service Agreements. The MOA articulates the parties independent and mutual obligations in planning,
developing, and implementing the utility facilities and services required by the University.
The MOA is basically divided into three areas: LEI's Agreements, UNM's Agreements,
and Joint Agreements.

•

LEI Agreements
This section describes the unilateral responsibilities of LEI and contains three subsections.
Subsection 1.0 establishes LEI's organization and general function. The responsibilities of
LEI include:
• LEI's organization as a 501 (c)(3) corporation and latitude to operate pursuant
to its explicit obligations to serve the University, its mission, and goals;
• LEI's obligation to formulate a Master Utility Business Plan (under the Interim
Services Agreement), and stipulation that the Business Plan may not be implemented until the Long-term Services Agreement is approved by the Regents;
• LEI's restriction from obligating the State of New Mexico; requirements for
Regents' approval of LEI contractual obligations and debt; and LEI's limits on
entry into agreements (including required approvals of the University).
Subsections 2.0 and 3.0 address LEI management's of its utility service activities and
provides that:
• LEI's Board of Directors is responsible for day-to-day activities, and must
manage its assets prudently;
•

•

LEI may staffitselfas necessary, but is first obligated to hire qualified currently
employed staff of the Utilities Division of the UNM Physical Plant Department;
and.
LEI must meet a variety of standard business practices and reporting requirements.

University Agreements
This section describes the unilateral responsibilities ofUNM and contains three fundamental obligations. First, UNM is required to provide LEI with a clear statement of its longand short-tenn planning goals and objectives (Subsection 4.0).
Second, under Subsection 5.0 UNM must provide:

•

•

Staff as necessary to meet its obligations, including the assistance ofUNM's
Director ofHwnan Resources; and.

•

General business and work space, as required by LEI, at no cost (as available).

Third, UNM \\ill provide cash and investment management for LEI at no cost subject to
the direction of the LEI Board of Directors (Subsection 6.0).
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Joint Agreements
This section addresses the interaction between LEI and UNM in areas where they have
overlapping responsibilities. The joint operations considerations are addressed as follows
(Subsection 7.0):
• A loint Facilities Management Committee is established, and the specific areas
of its concern are defined (e.g., utility shut-downs, dispute resolution, etc.);
and,
• Recognizes that the University will have to cooperate with LEI in order to
achieve energy savings.
Subsection 8.0 provides for the two Services Agreements, i.e., the Interim and Long-term
agreements; specifies that LEI is not to provide Public Utility Services as described by
New Mexico law; and requires LEI to cure the deficiencies in existing facilities operated
by LEI.
Subsection 9.0 addresses with existing and new facilities as follows:

•

•

Provides that UNM may lease to or authorize LEI to operate energy utility
facilities, including cooperation in acquisition of any additional required facilities (e.g., rights-of-way);

•

Allows LEI to make capital additions or replacements to facilities (subject to
specific debt approval by the Regents), approval of construction, and scheduling by the Physical Plant and Facilities Planning Departments;

•

Describes which facilities are to be exclusively controlled by LEI, which are to
be retained by UNM, the responsibilities of each party with respect to those
facilities (with detailed description provided by Exhibit A); and,

•

Describes the individual and joint care and maintenance responsibilities of each
party.

Subsections 10.0 and 11.0 describes termination of the Agreement, provides for transfer
of all LEI property and debt to the University upon termination of the Agreement (or dissolution of LEI), and provides for various miscellaneous agreements.
Exhibit A defines various technical terms and describes the facilities to be operated by LEI
and those to be retained by the University. Part I describes those facilities to be operated
by or leased to LEI. In general, these facilities are the utility plants, the electrical substation and switching stations, the various distribution systems up to the first switch or control valve in the building. LEI is also responsible for the utility tunnels and the metering
and monitoring facilities but does not have exclusive control of them. UNM is responsible
for all other facilities.

•
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This :MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT is made this _ _ day of June, 1998,
between the REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, a public corporation of the State of New Mexico (the ''University'') and LOBO ENERGY INCORPO-

•

RATED, a New Mexico non-profit corporation ("LEI") .
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RECITALS

WHEREAS, the University organized and established LEI as a non-profit
corporation for the purpose of providing utility services to the University, including supplying electricity, steam, chilled water, natural gas, and such other utility service as may be
added to this Agreement from to time to time (hereinafter "energy utility services" or
"utility services"); as well as financing, operating, improving, upgrading and expanding
the University'S utility services infrastructure which includes the production and distribution systems for such utilities; and,

WHEREAS, the University further recognizes that LEI will provide the University
with utility services pursuant to two separate contracts: an Interim Service Agreement of
even date herewith ( the "Interim Agreement") and a Long Term Service Agreement ( the
"Long Term Agreement") to be effective as of the expiration of the Interim Agreement;
•

and
WHEREAS the services that the parties contemplate that LEI will provide to the
University pursuant to the Interim Agreement and the Long Term Agreement (collectively
the "Service Agreements") include: 1) comprehensive strategic planning for provision of
the required current and future utility services of the University, 2) procuring fuel, equipment and other materials and services required to provide utility services, 3) employing
capital and human resources required to deliver, maintain, and manage utility and related
maintenance service obligations, and 4) engaging in business and regulatory activities for
the purpose of maximizing the use and benefit of the University's and LEI's existing and
future utility services systems; and,

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the University and LEI to renew, renovate and rebuild (as necessary) the existing utility infrastructure serving the University, including the
•

need to address the accumulated deferred maintenance problems in the existing infrastruc-
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ture such that said facilities may provide for the continued reliable utility services required
by the University; and,

WHEREAS, it is understood by the University and LEI that the primary business
obligation of LEI is satisfaction of the University's energy utility service requirements and
that no other activity or function shall be undertaken by LEI which would compromise or
jeopardize the satisfaction of the University's utility services; and therefore LEI shall be at
all times accountable to the University for all its business activities undertaken to satisfY its
obligations; and,

WHEREAS the University and LEI understand that many opportunities are provided within the existing and future physical infrastructure of the University to realize energy savings and efficiencies through implementation of energy-related engineering and
management practices and standards and it shall be LEI's responsibility to plan for, invest
•

in, and implement such opportunities.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT
THEREFORE, in consideration of the matters set forth below, the University and
LEI agree as follows:

LEI AGREEMENTS
1.0 LEI'S ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL FUNCTION
1.1

LEI agrees to operate according to its Articles ofIncorporation and Bylaws,
as initially approved by the University Board of Regents ("Regents") or as
subsequently amended with the approval of the Regents.

•
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1.2

LEI agrees to organize and operate its business activities in such a manner
that will qualifY for and retain LEI's legal status as a tax exempt, non-profit
organization pursuant to section 50 1(c)(3), or any successor statute,

1.3

It is understood that the activities of LEI are to be conducted for the benefit

of the University and must be consistent with the University's overall mission
and long range plans. LEI, however, shall manage its business activities in a
manner which provides the greatest net benefit to LEI's operations on behalf
of the University in the most :fiscally advantageous fashion possible. To this
end, LEI may plan, direct and coordinate its day-to-day business activities
including employment of all human and capital resources necessary to fulfill
its obligations without direct supervision by the University, but shall at all
times be required to be responsive to the requests and service requirements
made by the University subject to the terms and conditions of the Service

•

Agreement that is then in effect.
1.4

LEI shall, as more specifically described in the Interim Agreement, formulate
the LEI Master Utility Business Plan (the "Business Plan") which, in addition
to those matters set forth in the Interim Agreement, shall include at least the
following:
a) Plans and designs of utility services systems for minimizing consumption, prioritizing needs, saving energy, and minimizing the cost of
acquisition and delivery of natural gas and electric supply to existing
and future University facilities and functions;
b)

Definition, analysis, and implementation of an infrastructure

Im-

provement plan consistent with the stated needs of the University and
available capital;

•

c) Analysis, development, and acquisition of resources required to
meet the obligations of this Agreement;
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d) Advisement, consultation, and direct action concerning regulatory
and legislative proceedings pertaining to energy supply and delivery arrangements; and, necessary permits and regulatory approvals required
to meet the obligations of this Agreement;
e) Analysis of the opportunities, advantages, risks, and considerations
of entering into generation, delivery, procurement, and financing arrangements with joint venture consortia or partnerships of the University, LEI, and/or other energy service users and providers;
f) Advisement and consultation with the University regarding the University's planned development and required utility services needs; and
g) Reasonable provision of educational experiences for University students .

•

The Business Plan shall be implemented in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the Long Term Agreement, and LEI shall not implement the
Business Plan until the Business Plan and the Long Term Agreement are approved by the Regents.
1.5

LEI shall not enter into any commitment or contractual obligation which
binds the State of New Mexico to any future action or appropriation. LEI
shall not, on its own behalf, enter into any contractual obligation that exceeds
a ten year term or incur any debt with a repayment schedule beyond one year
unless it (a) notifies the Regents in writing of LEI's intent to take the contemplated action at least thirty days prior to the Regent's next regularly
scheduled meeting, and (b) the Regents do not object to the contemplated
action after the action is described to the Regents as an informational matter
at that meeting .

•

1.6

It is expressly understood that LEI may enter into other agreements or con-

tracts which allow it to fulfill the utility service obligations to the University,
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and the University shall have no obligation or responsibility to approve such
agreements or contracts. LEI may procure goods and services exempt from
University policies and procedures. However, LEI may not procure goods
or services on behalf of any unit of the University except as has been approved by the Vice President for Business and Finance of the University.
Unless otherwise provided in the Long Tenn Agreement, LEI shall retain
ownership of all property, whether durable or not, which it procures in fulfilhnent of its Service Obligations to the University except for capital improvements that LEI makes to property owned by the University.
1.7

LEI must obtain approval of the University prior to entering into any agreementes) or contract(s) which would create any joint venture, partnership, or
other similar relationship with a third-party.

•

2.0 MANAGEMENT OF UTILITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES
2.1

The LEI Board of Directors shall be responsible for all day to day management activities necessary to provide the required utility services to the University. The LEI Board of Directors may organize itself in any manner it
chooses to fulfill these responsibilities.

2.2

LEI accepts responsibility for prudent management and care of all facilities
and assets to be operated, acquired, or leased by it under this Agreement or
the Service Agreements.

2.3

LEI may employ contract and pennanent staff as it deems necessary. In fulfilling its specific staffing requirements, LEI shall hire currently employed
staff of the Utilities Division of the University Physical Plant in accordance

with the terms of the Long Tenn Agreement.

•

2.4

LEI shall at all times maintain adequate insurance coverage for all property
owned or leased by LEI, taking into account property insurance coverage
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provided by the New Mexico Risk Management Division. LEI shall also
obtain and carry Workers' Compensation as required by law and liability insurance in at least the amounts specified from time to time by the New Mexico Tort Claims Act. LEI shall obtain and carry such other insurance as may
be reasonably required by the University from time to time.

2.5

LEI and the University agree that LEI shall establish budgeting and financial
allocations which are sufficient to meet the utility service obligations of LEI
to the University; however, if LEI revenues are more than sufficient to meet
the prudent anticipated financial obligations of LEI, it is the intent of the parties that such surpluses will be contnbuted from LEI to the University.

3.0 REPORTS AND ACCOUNTING
3.1

Within ninety days after the end of its fiscal year, LEI shall provide the University with a copy of its Annual Report of all significant business activities

•

undertaken during the preceding year, including the current financial statement, report of contractual engagements, and performance of LEI in satisfaction of its obligations under the Services Agreements (the "Service Obligations").
3.2

LEI shall provide the University with a copy of an annual audit performed by
an independent certified public accounting firm selected by LEI. Any independent certified public accounting firm selected by LEI that is not the same

firm selected by the University must agree to provide the necessary audit information for the University to be able to comply with federally mandated
"single audit" reporting.
3.3

LEI shall provide any information regarding the financial operations of LEI
to the University's internal audit staff upon written request to the LEI Presi-

•

dent, and subject to any specific restriction(s) relating to such request explicitly agreed and stated in the applicable Service Agreement.
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3.4

LEI shall establish a financial accounting system following generally accepted
accounting principles and which allows for required integration with the then
effective accounting system of the University.

UNIVERSITY AGREEMENTS
4.0 THE UNIVERSITY'S PRIORITIES AND LONG TERM OBJECTIVES:
4.1

In recognition of the critical nature of the utility services provided by LEI,
the University agrees to provide LEI with a clear statement of University
long- and short-range physical development and academic planning goals and
objectives, as may be required for LEI to operate, manage, maintain, and
plan for future service requirements.

5.0 STAFF AND FACILITIES SUPPORT
5.1

The University agrees to provide the staff reasonably necessary to enable it
to meet its obligations under the Service Agreements. It is understood that

•

the formation, organization, and administration of utility service functions of
LEI may result in reassignment of University staff and/or changes to specific
staffing and staff functions of the assigned personnel.

The parties to this

Agreement intend to provide for as little disruption to University staff assignments as possible. With respect to all University staff assigned to LEI,
the personnel policies and practices of the University shall be applied by LEI.
The President of LEI shall coordinate and review all assigned staff activities
with the University'S Human Resources Department. Any staff assigned by
the University shall be treated as contract staff of LEI, and LEI shall reimburse the University for all such assigned contract staff at a cost equal to the
University'S actual cost of staff salary and benefits.

•

5.2

The University Human Resources Department will assist the President of LEI
in employment, benefits management, and training functions as needed.

5.3

The University agrees to make available general business office and associ-
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ated work space on campus to LEI to the extent such space is available at no
cost to LEI. LEI may lease additional space as it deems necessary.

6.0 CASH AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
6.1

The University will serve as the fiscal agent of LEI. LEI agrees to deposit all
funds received into agency accounts established by the University exclusively
for the conduct of LEI business activities. The specific parameters of these
fiscal management relationships may be further articulated pursuant to the
terms of the Service Agreements or other applicable agreements between the
University and LEI. Cash and investment management of LEI operating accounts shall be provided by the University at no cost to LEI.

All interest

earnings on LEI accounts or investments shall be retained by, and used for

•

the exclusive benefit of LEI.
6.2

Direction of cash and investment management of LEI capital accounts shall
be provided by the LEI Board of Directors, or their assignee, consistent with
provisions of the Service Agreement.

JOINT AGREEMENTS
7.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
7.1

Joint Facilities Management Committee

It is the intent of the Parties that

management of LEI's Service Obligations will be achieved through efficient
and cooperative interaction between LEI and the University, guided by a
Joint Facilities Management Committee.

a) The Joint Facilities Management Committee shall consist offive (5) mem-

•

bers, including of two (2) members from the University appointed by the
University'S Vice President for Business and Finance, two (2) members from
the LEI management team, and chaired by the University'S Director ofPhysi-
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cal Plant.

b) It is the intent of the parties that the Joint Facilities Management Committee will respond to and resolve any requests by either party for access to facilities and/or information. The Committee shall decide the extent, cost responsibility, and duration of any requests by either party for use of the other
party's staff or other resources. All decisions of the Joint Facilities Management Committee shall be made by majority vote.

c) LEI shall be consulted prior to any material changes to operation and
maintenance of those utility facilities which affect LEI's interests. LEI shall

be responsible for identifYing the specific University activities where LEI's
interests are affected through formal notification to, and approval by, the

•

Joint Facilities Management Committee. Where LEI seeks to have the University change existing operation and maintenance activities, LEI shall present such proposed change to the Joint Facilities Management Committee for
approval. Determination as to cost responsibilities shall be by the Joint Facilities Management Committee prior to implementation of a proposed
change.
7.2

Utility Systems Shutdowns: Any activity undertaken by LEI in fulfillment of
its Service Obligations hereunder which would necessitate a shutdown or interruption of any utility system shall be approved by the Joint Facilities Management Committee at least ten (10) working days prior to the activity. The
Committee may require that additional lead time be provided prior to the initiation of such activity.

7.3

•

The University recognizes that a significant component of the utility service
benefits relates to the management of energy utilization. To this end, the
University agrees to cooperate with LEI to achieve all reasonably practicable
energy management activities required to maximize the benefits of such ac-
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tivities in achieving the purposes of this Agreement consistent with the University's mission, budget and programmatic requirements.
7.4

Any dispute between the parties shall be first adjudicated by the Joint Facilities Management Committee.

All decisions of the Joint Management

Committee resolving any dispute shall be by majority vote. Either party may
appeal the decision of the Committee to the University's chief financial officer. The decision of the chief financial officer may be appealed by either
party to the Regents of the University of New Mexico, whose decision shall
be final.

8.0 SERVICE AGREEMENTS
8.1

Interim Agreement: Simultaneously with the execution of this Memorandum
of Agreement, LEI and the University are entering into the

•

Interim

Agreement which provides, among other things, that LEI shall:
a) form the corporate structure including employment of necessary human
resources; and,
b) procure and enter into energy services agreements from third party providers to provide utility services to the University; and,
c) retain consultants and advisors to develop strategies for utility infrastructure upgrades and energy management systems; and,
d) develop and present to the University the Business Plan that shall include
provision for complete management and operation of the University'S energy
and related facilities under the terms of the Long Term Agreement as generally described herein.

•
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e) the Interim Agreement shall have an initial term not to exceed one year
and shall provide for sufficient funding to LEI from the University to cover
all anticipated costs of LEI's Service Obligations.
8.2

Long Term Services Agreement: The Interim Agreement provides, among
other things, that during its term LEI will develop for the University's approval the Long-Term Agreement which shall specify the terms under which
LEI will provide Energy Utility Services to the University generally including
financing, operating, improving, upgrading and expanding the utility service
infrastructure. It is the express intention of the parties that LEI will not provide Public Utility Services as that term is understood, defined and regulated
under the New Mexico Public Utilities Act (Chapter 62, Article 13 NMSA)
or any successor Statute. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities to be operated by LEI for the University may constrain the ability to sat-

•

isfY all utility requirements, and that the Long Term Agreement will require
that LEI cure such deficiencies in as expedient manner as is practicable.
9.0 FACILITIES AGREEMENTS
9.1. The University shall, at its option, either lease to or authorize LEI to operate
all energy utility facilities necessary to fulfill LEI's obligations under the

Service Agreements The facilities to be leased to or operated by LEI may
include, but not be limited to, all facilities and equipment operationally necessary to provide natural gas, electric, steam, chilled water, and compressed air
services to the University.
9.2. Simultaneously with the execution of the Long Term Agreement, the parties
shall execute a separate agreement that shall explicitly state the terms and
extent to which such facilities shall be operated by or leased to LEI. Said
agreement shall contain provisions for the addition and release of facilities.

•

9.3. The University shall provide timely approval, which shall not be unreasonably
withheld, of all acquisitions of properties, rights-of-way and other facilities
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necessary for LEI to construct and install utility infrastructure necessary to
perform its obligations under the Long Term Agreement.
9.4. Except as otherwise provided in the Long Term Agreement, capital additions
or replacements (e.g., facility construction, equipment refurbishing or replacement, and related facilities retirements) may be made by LEI as required
to fulfill its obligation to the University without prior approval of expenditure, commissioning or decommissioning by the University. However, (a)
LEI may not incur any debt for any capital additions or replacements without
providing the Regents with prior notice of the contemplated debt as required
by paragraph 1.6 of this Agreement and (b) all such additions or replacements must be coordinated with the University Facilities Planning and Physical Plant Departments (or their successor organizations), with formal approval and scheduling of all construction activities pursuant to the terms and

•

conditions of the Services Agreement.

9.5. The University and LEI shall allow their respective personnel and contractors
access to all University and LEI facilities as is necessary to perform the obligations of the Service Agreements and fulfill the University's needs, subject
to the specific terms and conditions of such access as further stated by the
Service Agreements.
9.6. Facilities to be Leased or Operated by LEI: It is presently contemplated by
the parties that, upon the effective date of the Long Term Agreement, LEI
shall become responsible for all care and maintenance of all facilities that are
to be used or operated by LEI in performing its obligations under that
agreement. Except as may otherwise be provided by the Long Term Agreement, the recommissioning or decommissioning of existing utility service
equipment, or the installation and commissioning of additional utility services

•

equipment within facilities, shall be solely and exclusively controlled by LEI.
The parties contemplate that the University will retain ownership of the fa-
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cilities that are described on Part I of Exhibit A to this Agreement but will
lease or otherwise authorize LEI to operate those facilities, unless otherwise
agreed. The parties contemplate that the University will retain both ownership and control of the facilities that are described on Part II of Exhibit A.
9.7

Facilities Operation, Maintenance and Replacement:
a) Facilities Care and Maintenance LEI shall be exclusively responsible for
the proper care and maintenance of all facilities to be leased or operated by
LEI. LEI shall be primarily responsible for the proper care and maintenance
of non-exclusively controlled utility facilities as described in the Long Tenn
Service Agreement.

LEI and the University agree that proper care and

maintenance shall be interpreted to constitute those actions which a prudent
facility operator would undertake such that the facilities may provide for
safe, reliable and efficient utility services. For those facilities where LEI is

•

assigned exclusive

contro~

all decisions relating to proper facilities care and

maintenance shall be the responsibility of LEI. For those facilities where LEI
is assigned primary responsibility for care and maintenance, but where LEI
has non-exclusive control of facilities, LEI shall manage facilities care and
maintenance guided by 10int Facilities Management Policies as described
generally herein and more completely in the Long Term Service Agreement.
LEI shall bear all costs associated with the care and maintenance of the facilities for which it has exclusive control or primary responsibility.
9.9

10int Facilities Management Policies LEI and the University understand that
there are numerous facilities where the parties will share responsibilities for
management of utility services. It is the intent of the parties that this management will be achieved through efficient and cooperative interaction between LEI and the University, guided by the 10int Facilities Management

•

Committee.
9.10 Cure of Existing Facilities Deficiencies The parties understand that many of
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the utility systems, whether they are to be leased or otherwise subject to the
control of LEI, are deficient in their capability to efficiently and reliably provide for the Service Obligations of LEI. Moreover, it is the parties' intent
that a primary Service Obligation of LEI under the Long Term Agreement

will be to repair, renovate, replace and upgrade utility service systems so as
to achieve optimal utility system performance in satisfaction of the University's utility service requirements. The cure of existing utility facilities deficiencies will require extensive cooperative planning and implementation
strategies, with such cooperative actions to be managed pursuant to the Long
Term Service Agreement.

10.0 TERMINATION

•

10.1 This Agreement may be terminated by the University, effective upon written
notice to LEI at least thirty days in advance thereof. Upon termination of
this Agreement and subject to any prior rights of any creditors of LEI, all
property of LEI shall be transferred to the University or other successor organization(s) designated by a resolution of the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico.
10.2 If LEI is dissolved or liquidated, all property of LEI shall, subject to any
prior rights of any creditors of LEI, be transferred to the University.

11.0 MISCELLANEOUS
11.1 LEI and the University agree that, at all times and for all purposes of this
Agreement, LEI, as an independent legal entity, shall act as an independent
contractor of the University and not as the University's agent. Within the

•

limits and restrictions of the New Mexico Tort Claims Act, Section 41-4-1 et
seq. NMSA 1978, each party agrees to be responsible for its own negligent
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acts or omissions which may occur during the performance of this Agreement and which result in claims by individuals or entities not parties to this
Agreement.
11.2 No amendment to this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and
signed by both parties. No oral understandings or agreements not incorporated herein, and no alterations or variations of the terms hereof, unless made
in writing between both parties, shall be binding on either of the parties.
11.3 All official notices required under this Agreement
Notice to the University:

Vice President fc
Scholes Hall
University ofNe
Albuquerque, N

Notice to LEI:

President
Lobo Energy, J
University oftAlbuquerque, .

•

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused ttt;, n

-1.. ... 11

hp

Qiven as follows:

o ----

LOBO ENERGY, INCORPORATED

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO

By __________________________
Chairman of LEI Board

By __________________________
President ofthe Board of Regents

Date

Dme __________________________

--------------------------
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acts or omissions which may occur during the performance of this Agreement and which result in claims by individuals or entities not parties to this
Agreement.
11.2 No amendment to this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and
signed by both parties. No oral understandings or agreements not incorporated herein, and no alterations or variations of the tenns hereof, unless made
in writing between both parties, shall be binding on either of the parties.
11.3 All official notices required under this Agreement shall be given as follows:
Notice to the University:

Vice President for Business and Finance
Scholes Hall
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque,~

Notice to LEI:

•

87131-3001

President
Lobo Energy, Incorporated
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque,~

87131

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed.

LOBOENERGY,mCORPORATED

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO

By ___________________________
Chairman of LEI Board

By __________________________
President of the Board of Regents

Date

Date

--------------------------

--------------------------
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EXHIBIT A
Attached to and a part of the Memorandum of Agreement between the Regents of the
University of New Mexico (the "University") and Lobo Energy Incorporated ("LEI")
Part I of this Exhibit A describes the University owned facilities that the University and
LEI presently contemplate will be operated by LEI. Part II describes the University
owned facilities that the parties presently contemplate will be subject to the control of the
University.
DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this Exhibit A, the following terms shall have the following definitions

Cooling Control Valve - a flow valve designed specifically to control the flow of cooling
media from the primary system into the secondary system based on a pre-selected control
variable.

•

Commission - the act of properly designing, installing, checking, calibrating, integrating,
and controlling any system or system component such that the system or system component operates properly within the integrated system(s) of which it is a part.
Condensate Return System - part of the Primary Steam Distribution System of piping,
valves, and appurtenances that delivers condensate from the Secondary Steam Distribution
System(s) to the steam production equipment. For purposes of this Agreement, the Condensate Return System excludes the condensate return unit and extends from the first condensate isolation valve including all piping, valves and appurtenances from that point to
the steam production equipment.
Decommission - the act of removing from service any system(s) or system component(s)
from any utility system described herein.
District Energy System (DES) - the integrated system of central plant utilities functions
providing heating, cooling, electricity, and process needs to the various University buildings and processes.
Energy Utility Services - the services necessary to provide energy in all its required forms
to the various University buildings and processes described herein.

•

Exclusive Rights - the Party assigned exclusive rights to any property or system shall have
exclusive use of the assigned property or system and shall be exclusively responsible for its
proper maintenance and operation.
LEI Master Utility Business Plan - an integrated, comprehensive plan for all utility service
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business functions including operations, maintenance, capitalization, financial planning,
and budgeting for the implementation of the utility service obligations contemplated under
this and other referenced agreements

Non-Exclusive Rights - the Party(ies) assigned non-exclusive rights to any property or
system shall have non-exclusive use of the assigned property or system. Proper maintenance, operations, and coordination between the Parties shall. be vested in the Joint Facilities Management Committee.
Primary Cooling Distribution System - the systems understood to be generally described
as those facilities which at the time of this Agreement distribute chilled water produced at
the Ford Utilities Center, the UNM Cogeneration Plant, the University Hospital Utility
Plant, and the Chilled Water Plants to other buildings and facilities not directly contiguous
to the chilled water production facilities. The Primary Cooling Distribution Facilities are
generally described to end at the point of and including the first Cooling Control Valve
serving a University building or facility not assigned to LEI.

•

Primary Electrical Distribution System - The Primary Electrical Distribution System is
understood to be generally described as those facilities which at the time of this Agreement distribute electricity from the Electrical Substation/Switching Facilities and which is
generated at the Ford Utilities Center and the UNM Cogeneration Plant to other buildings
and facilities not directly contiguous to the electrical substation/switchstation and generation facilities. The Primary Electrical Distribution Facilities are generally described to end
at the main disconnect switch( s) serving a University building or facility not assigned to
LEI.
Primary Responsibility - the Party assigned Primary Responsibility for utility systems, facilities, or functions shall operate and maintain such utility systems, facilities, or functions
in a prudent manner such that the systems, facilities or functions may provide for safe, reliable and efficient utility services.
Primary Sanitary Sewer System - generally described as those facilities (e.g. plpmg,
cleanouts, manholes, etc.) which at the time of the Agreement deliver sanitary sewage
from University buildings, facilities, or systems to the municipal sanitary sewage facilities
located at the property boundary between the University and the local municipality. The
Primary Sanitary Sewer System Facilities are generally understood to include all facilities
outside a point five feet from the exterior boundary of a University building or facility not
assigned to LEI.

•

Primary Steam Distribution System - generally described as those facilities (e.g., steam
pipes, valves, traps, and other appurtenances) which at the time of this Agreement distribute steam generated at the Ford Utilities Center, the UNM Cogeneration Plant and the
University Hospital Utility Plant to other buildings and facilities not directly contiguous to
the steam generation facilities. The Primary Steam Distribution Facilities are generally
described to end at the point of and excluding the first Stearn Control Valve located within
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a University building or facility not assigned to LEI. The Primary Steam Distribution
System expressly includes the Condensate Return System
Primary Storm Drainage System - generally described as those facilities (e.g. piping,
cleanouts, manholes, etc.) which at the time of the Agreement deliver stonn drainage from
University property to the municipal stonn drainage facilities located at the property
boundary between the University and the local municipality. The Primary Stonn Drainage
System Facilities are generally understood to include all facilities outside a point five feet
from the exterior boundary of a University building or facility not assigned to LEI.
Primary Domestic Water System - generally described as those facilities (e.g. piping,
pumps, wells, reservoirs, etc.) which at the time of the Agreement deliver potable water to
University buildings, facilities, or systems. The Primary Domestic Water System Facilities
are generally described to end at the point of and excluding the first Domestic Water
Control Valve located within a University building or facility not assigned to LEI.
Recommission - the act of changing the operation of existing system(s) or system component(s) by modifYing their operating procedures, characteristics, or controls of said system(s) or system component(s) or by renovating, modifYing, adding, or otherwise changing the physical characteristics of the system(s) or system component(s) .

•

Secondary Cooling Distribution System - Those systems understood to obtain cooling
from the Primary Cooling Distribution System, and are generally characterized as the
cooling distribution systems within University owned and controlled facilities not assigned
to LEI. The Secondary Cooling Distribution Facilities are generally described to begin at
the point of and including the first Steam Control Valve serving a University building or
facility not assigned to LEI which obtains Primary Steam Distribution Service from LEI.
Secondary HVAC System - the integrated system of fans, pumps, coils, controls, filters,
and other associated equipment and appurtenances not otherwise associated with any system described herein necessary to provide the proper conditioned environment within a
University building or facility not assigned to LEI.
Secondary Steam Distribution - Those systems understood to obtain steam from the Primary Steam Distribution System, and are generally characterized as the steam distribution
systems within University owned and controlled facilities not assigned to LEI. The Secondary Steam Distribution Facilities are generally described to begin at the point of and including the first Steam Control Valve serving a University building or facility not assigned
to LEI which obtains Primary Steam Distribution Service from LEI.

•

Self-Contained Cooling Systems - cooling systems comprised of pumps, cooling generators, piping, valves, condensers, and other appurtenances that serve individual buildings
(or a discrete group of buildings) which are not connected to the University's DES cooling facilities.
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Self-Contained Heating Systems - heating systems comprised of pumps, heating generators, piping, valves, heat exchangers, and other appurtenances that serve individual buildings (or a discrete group of buildings) which are not connected to the University'S DES
heating facilities.
Services Agreement - the applicable service agreement in effect at the time, such agreement being either the Interim Service Agreement or the Long Term Service Agreement as
those agreements are defined herein.
Service Obligations - the contractual obligations of LEI to provide energy utility services
to the University under provisions of the Services Agreement.
Steam Control Valve - a mechanical control device that reduces the pressure of the steam
delivered in the Primary Steam Distribution System to that used by the Secondary Steam
Distribution System.

•

Utility Service Systems - the integrated system of utilities required to meet the utility requirements of the University. Such systems include the production and distribution systems for electricity, steam, chilled water, natural gas, and such other utilities (including,
but not limited to, water, fire protection, irrigation, sewer, telecommunications, data, and
media services) which may be added to this Agreement from to time to time .

•
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PART I OF EXHIBIT A: FACILITIES TO BE OPERATED BY LEI
The University and LEI presently contemplate that the following facilities will be
operated by or leased to LEI, effective as of the effective date of the Long Tenn Agreement
a) Ford Utility Center Facilities

The facilities known as Ford Utilities

Center (Building 116), located at 300 University Boulevard, NE, to LEI as
set forth in the SA.
b.) Electrical SubstationiSwitchstation Facilities: All

facilities which the

University owns and operates at the Main Campus Electrical Switchstation
(Building 167), located at 2001 Lomas Boulevard, NE and the North Campus Electrical Substation (Building Number not assigned), located at 1805
Tucker Blvd. NE, including the control and authority to issue or renew any

•

right-of-way, ground lease or easements required in conjunction with the use
and access to the associated substation facilities by any third-party and as set
forth in the SA.
c.) UNM Cogeneration Plant:

All equipment and facilities known as the

UNM Cogeneration Plant (Building 176), located at 2601 Campus Drive NE
d.) University Hospital Utility Plant:

All equipment and facilities known as

the University Hospital Utility Plant (Building 235), located at 2211 Lomas
Boulevard, NE. It is understood that said facilities are located in conjunc-.
tion with University Hospital, and that LEI is expressly limited in its use and
control of said facilities by the facilities' primary dedication to service for the
University Hospital under separately stated provisions of a Services Agreement that is to be entered into between LEI and the University Hospital's
Board of Trustees.

•

e.) Chilled Water Plants: All equipment and facilities, as set forth in the
Long Tenn Agreement and not othenvise included in other assigned facili-
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ties, which provide for the production of chilled water.
£) Primary Stearn Distribution System: All equipment and facilities charac-

terized as the Primary Steam Distribution System.
g) Primary Chilled Water Distribution System: All equipment and facilities
characterized as the Primary Chilled Water Distribution System.
h) Primary Electrical Distnbution System: All equipment and facilities characterized as the Primary Electrical Distribution System.
i) UNM Utilities Tunnels and Primary Utility Distribution Systems Easements: All existing UNM Utilities Tunnels and Primary Utility Distribution
System Easements. Upon the effective date of the Long Term Agreement,
LEI shall become primarily responsible for all care and maintenance of UNM

•

Utilities Tunnels and Primary Utility Distribution System Easement Facilities
and shall be responsible for management of access and the development of
standards for use of the facilities pursuant to the Long Term Agreement
provided, however, that the University shall have rights of access and use of
said facilities subject to said standards and access procedures. The recommissioning or decommissioning of existing utility service Utilities Tunnels or
Primary Utility Distribution Systems Easements, or the installation and
commissioning of additional Utilities Tunnels or Primary Utility Distribution
Systems Easements, shall be jointly controlled by LEI and University subject
to the terms of the Long Term Agreement.
j) Metering and Monitoring Facilities: All Metering and Monitoring Facili-

ties which are attached to the Utility Services Systems is to be managed, operated and controlled by LEI. LEI shall be primarily responsible for all care
and maintenance of said facilities; however, the University shall also operate

•

and maintain the facilities subject to the specific terms of the Long Term
Agreement.
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PART II OF EXHIBIT A: FACILITIES TO BE RETAINED BY THE UNIVERSITY
The University and LEI presently contemplate that the University will retain controlover and operate all facilities that are not identified on Part I of this Exhibit A, includ-

ing any facilities having characteristics commonly understood as "utility systems." However, it is understood that through amendment of the Long Term Agreement, the University and LEI may extend the Service Obligations and transfer control over or lease to LEI
additional facilities not included within the original scope of this Agreement. Upon the
effective date of the Long Tenn Agreement, the University shall be responsible for all care
and maintenance of the retained facilities, pursuant to the provisions therein. The University and LEI agree that performance of LEI's Service Obligations are dependent on
these additional facilities, but that the primary responsibility for operation and maintenance
of these facilities will be retained by the University. The University and LEI further agree
that LEI shall be allowed to decommission, renovate, recommission, replace and commis•

sion any of such systems as is required to fulfill LEI's obligations to the University. The
facilities that the parties contemplate the University will control and operate include the
following:
a) Secondary Steam Distribution Systems: The University shall retain control of the Secondary Steam Distribution Systems.
b) Self-Contained Heating Systems: The University shall retain operation
and maintenance responsibility for all "self-contained" boiler and secondary
heating distribution systems..
c) Metering and Monitoring of Secondary Steam Distribution Systems: LEI
shall have responsibility for operation and maintenance of Metering and
Monitoring of Secondary Steam Distribution Systems.

•

d) SecondarY Chilled Water Distribution Systems: The University shall retain control of the Secondary Chilled Water Distribution Systems.
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e) Self-Contained Cooling Systems: The University shall retain operation
and maintenance responsibility for all "self-contained" cooling production
equipment and distribution systems.
f) Metering and Monitoring of Secondary Chilled Water Distribution Svs-

tems: LEI shall have responsibility for operation and maintenance of Metering and Monitoring of Secondary Chilled Water Distribution Systems.
g) Secondary Electrical Distnlmtion Systems:

The University shall retain

control of the Secondary Electrical Distribution Systems.
h) Secondary Electrical Systems where Primary Electrical Distnbution Service is obtained from a Third-Party: The University shall retain operation and
maintenance responsibility for all secondary electrical distnbution systems
where Primary Electrical Distribution Service is obtained from a third-party.

•

LEI shall have the responsibility for the acquisition of service from the thirdparty provider.
i) Metering and Monitoring of Secondary Electrical Distribution Systems:
LEI shall have responsibility for operation and maintenance of Metering and
Monitoring of Secondary Electrical Distribution Systems.

j) Other Secondary Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Svstems: The University shall retain control of the Secondary HV AC Systems.
These systems are understood to either obtain their primary utility service
from LEI. or from a third-party provider where LEI shall have the responsibility for the acquisition of utility service from the third-party provider.
k) Metering and Monitoring of Secondary HV AC Systems LEI shall have
responsibility for operation and maintenance of Metering and Monitoring of

•

Secondary HV AC Systems.
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II.D. INTERIM SERVICES AGREEMENT (ISA)
The Interim Services Agreement is the short-term agreement under which LEI will undertake its business planning and short-term obligations to the University. The ISA has recitals and six sections. The Recitals generally recognize the existence of the MOA, the
need for a long-term agreement, and the need for LEI to have a period of time to develop
its capabilities. Section I - Definitions incorporates the definitions in Exhibit A of the
MOA into the ISA. Section II - Service Obligations sets forth the following:
•

•
•
•

•

•

Requires LEI to develop and provide a Master Utility Business Plan ("Business
Plan") which will cover: 1) assumption of management and operations of the
existing utility systems; 2) financing, operating, improving, upgrading and expanding the utility services; 3) interface with other University utility systems
not covered by the ISA;
Requires LEI to undertake comprehensive utility services planning for all utility
systems covered by the ISA;
Requires LEI to procure natural gas and electricity after a certain date for facilities listed in an Attachment "I";
Provides that LEI shall represent the University's interests in utility regulatory
proceedings; and,
Requires LEI to provide the Business Plan within approximately one year including a Long-Term Agreement which will describe, among other things,
how the plan would be implemented. Approval and execution of the LongTerm Agreement would constitute approval of the Business Plan. LEI is also
obligated to provide a financial audit and any other reasonable request for financial information by UNM's audit staff.

Section 111- Utility Systems Improvements requires LEI to install a Metering, Monitoring, and Verification system in anticipation of the need for comprehensive energy use infonnation to aid in the fonnulation of the Business Plan and to monitor the effectiveness
of its utility service efforts. Section IV - Cost of LEI Utility Services sets the pricing for
LEI's services, payment obligations ofUNM, and provides a $1,000,000 line of credit to
LEI from UNM. Section V - Amendment of Interim Service Agreement provides that
the ISA may be amended at any time by mutual agreement of the parties. Section VITerm of Agreement sets the initial term of the ISA at one year, provides for options to
extend, and provides for a thirty-day written termination notice with all LEI property and
obligations transferring to the University. Attachment "I" includes a listing of all facilities
for which LEI will purchase third-party gas and electricity .

•
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Interim Services Agreement
between the
Board of Regents of the
University of New Mexico
and
Lobo Energy Incorporated
WHEREAS the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico ("University") intends
to enter into an exclusive long-term Utility Services Agreement ( the "Long Term Agreement") with Lobo Energy Incorporated ("LEI") for satisfaction of its energy utility services requirements; and
\VHEREAS LEI needs a period of time to develop its comprehensive capabilities to provide for the continuous, safe, reliable, and efficient energy utility services required by the
University; and

•

WHEREAS, simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, the University and LEI
(the "Parties") have entered into a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") in which the intent and purpose of this Agreement is generally articulated and is made subject to further
specification pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and;
WHEREAS the Parties to the MOA have expressed their intent to develop and agree upon
the Long Term Agreement as a replacement for this Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, the University and LEI agree as follows:

I. Definitions

1.1

The definitions that are set forth in Exhibit A to the MOA are also applicable to
this Agreement.

II. Service 0 bligations

•

2.1
LEI Utilitv Services Planning Obligations LEI agrees to develop and provide to
the University an LEI Master Utility Business Plan (the "Business Plan") which shall cover
the items specified in this Section II, including: I) assumption of management and operations responsibilities for the existing University utility systems under the USA; 2) the financing, operating, improving, upgrading and expanding of the utility service systems
which include the production and distribution systems for electricity, steam. cooling, natural gas, sanitary sewer, storm drainage, and domestic water; 3) interface requirements with
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other University utility systems not included in this Agreement. LEI agrees to provide
these services pursuant to all applicable laws and regulations. It is understood that the
services under this Agreement are limited to the activities described herein. The planning
services are intended to lead to execution of the Long Term Agreement, which will replace all obligations included within this Agreement. To this end, it is anticipated that
significant mutual cooperation and flexibility will be required in performance of LEI's obligations under this Agreement.
a. Utilitv Services Planning It is understood that LEI shall be primarily responsible for
planning the energy utility infrastructure required to meet the utility service requirements of the University. The planning activities require the University's active and
timely participation, including advice and consent, to be provided through its Facilities Planning and Physical Plant Departments (or their successor organizations). All
costs of the Utility Service Planning obligation shall be borne by LEI, except for any
reasonable University staff time commitments for the required participation by University personnel. It is understood that these planning, design, and development activities will include, but not be limited to:

•

•

1.
Energy audit activities
2.
Building surveys and utility facilities' condition assessments
3. Energy utilization analysis and modeling, including energy management
systems investigations integrated with metering, monitoring, and verification activities
4.
Utility systems plarming and engineering
5.
Regulatory and permitting activities
6.
Coordination of comprehensive strategic plarming and decision-making
7.
Financing improvements to the utility infrastructure
8.
Operating the infrastructure
9. Preparation of final recommendation(s) for utility infrastructure reconditioning and development project(s)
b. Primarv Steam Generation and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary Steam Distribution services continuation of said services so as to allow
for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Steam Distribution
systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently impact the
efficiency of Primary and Secondary Steam Systems operations. LEI is required to
develop plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient
a manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from
the Primary Steam Distribution system, either as the result of the economic
evaluation of service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new,
or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such
anticipated service changes within the scope of its planning activities .
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•

c. Primary Cooling Production and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to
comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now
receiving Primary Cooling Distribution services continuation of said services so as
to allow for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Cooling Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently
impact the efficiency of Primary and Secondary Cooling Systems operations. LEI
is required to develop plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent
and expedient a manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or
deleted from the Primary Cooling Distribution system, either as the result of the
economic evaluation of service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction
of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation
of such anticipated service changes within the scope of its planning activities.
d. Primary Electrical Generation and Distribution Services LEI shall undertake to
comprehensively plan for the continued provision to all University facilities now
receiving Primary Electrical Generation and Distribution services continuation of
said services so as to allow for the efficient and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Electrical Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability to satisfY all electrical distribution requirements. LEI is required to develop plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Electrical Generation and Distribution systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation of service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service changes
within the scope of its planning activities.
e. Primary Domestic Water Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan
for the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary Domestic Water services continuation of said services so as to allow for the efficient
and satisfactory operation of the Secondary Water Distribution systems. It is understood that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability to satisfy all domestic water distribution requirements. LEI is required to develop plans .
and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is
practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Domestic Water systems, either as the result ofthe economic evaluation of service to
existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing,
University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated sefVlce
changes within the scope of its planning activities.
f.

•

Primary Sanitary Sewer Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan for
the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary Sanitary
Sewer services continuation of said services so as to allow for the efficient and
satisfactory operation of the Secondary Sanitary Sewer systems. It is understood
that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability to satisfY all
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sanitary sewer distnbution requirements. LEI is required to develop plans and designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary Sanitary
Sewer systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation of service to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service changes
within the scope of its planning activities.

g. Primary Storm Drainage Services LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan for
the continued provision to all University facilities now receiving Primary Storm
Drainage services continuation of said services so as to allow for the efficient and
satisfactory operation of the Secondary Storm Drainage systems. It is understood
that deficiencies in existing facilities currently constrain the ability to satisfy all
storm drainage distribution requirements. LEI is required to develop plans and
designs to remedy such deficiencies in as prudent and expedient a manner as is
practicable. University facilities may be added to or deleted from the Primary
Storm Drainage systems, either as the result of the economic evaluation of service
to existing facilities, or as the result of construction of new, or retirement of existing, University facilities. LEI must include evaluation of such anticipated service
changes within the scope of its planning activities.

•

2.2.

Third-Party Energy Utility Procurement Service In addition to the LEI Service
Obligations specified in Paragraphs 2.1(a) through 2. 1(d), LEI shall also purchase for
its own account and resell to the University natural gas and electric services for all
University facilities identified and described in Attachment "I". During the term of this
Agreement, LEI's Service Obligation is limited to provision of utility services to those
facilities, including communication of service requirements, payment of accounts for
services rendered by third-party providers, and billing of such services to the University, pursuant to the specific management and procurement requirements further described herein.
a. Preparation for Transfer of Third-Party Energy Utility Service Accounts: It is
understood that LEI will be required to establish business procedures and accounting systems to manage the utility service procurement obligations under
this Paragraph 2.2. The University will maintain these services until October 1,
1998, at which time the Service Obligation will be assigned to LEI.
b. During the period of this Agreement prior to October 1, 1998, LEI will undertake all necessary activities required to establish the business practices, procedures, and accounting systems necessary to fulfill its Service Obligations under
this paragraph.

•

2.3.

Intervention in Regulated Utility Proceedings It is understood that
LEI shall be responsible for representing the University'S interests in all utility regulatory proceedings deemed appropriate by LEI. The assertion of legal and regulatory
policy positions by LEI or its agents on behalf ofthe University shall be after notifica-
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tion and consultation with University Counsel, and any other such prior approval as is
required by the LEI Board of Directors. LEI shall bear all costs associated with the
intervention activities it undertakes, including the employment of legal counsel and
services of experts. LEI may negotiate joint responsibility with the University for the
costs of such services on a case-by-case basis.
2.4.

Reports

a

•

LEI shall provide the following reports to the University:

Comprehensive Utility Service Plan: LEI shall provide the University with the
Business Plan which shall incorporate all planning work described in Paragraphs 2.1(a) through 2.3 in the form of a comprehensive plan for the management of all utility service business functions including operations, maintenance, capital improvements, financial planning, and budgeting for the implementation of the utility service obligations contemplated under the Long Term
Agreement. Such plan shall comprehensively identify an optimal strategy to
meet the University's utility service requirements under the Long Term
Agreement, articulating all facility requirements necessary to meet LEI Service
Obligations to the University, and integrating those Service Obligations with
the other utility services relied upon and/or retained by the University under the
Long Term Agreement. The method of implementation of the Business Plan
shall be set forth in the Long Term Agreement and approval by the University
Board of Regents of the Long Term Agreement shall be deemed approval of
the Business Plan. It is anticipated that the Business Plan will be completed
within twelve months of the execution of this Agreement

b. ISA Financial Audit
LEI shall provide to the University a copy of a financial audit performed by an independent certified public accounting firm selected by LEI upon termination of the other service obligations under this
Agreement. Any independent certified public accounting firm selected by LEI
that is not the same firm selected by the University must agree to provide the
necessary audit information for the University to be able to comply with federally mandated "single audit" reporting.
c. Periodic Reports and Information LEI shall provide any reasonable information regarding the financial operations of LEI requested by the University's internal audit staff upon formal request to the LEI President.

III. Utilitv Svstems Improvements

•

3.1 Metering. Monitoring. and Verification Services: LEI shall undertake to comprehensively plan, design, finance, and implement the installation of comprehensive, integrated utility metering, monitoring and verification capabilities for all University facilities currently served pursuant to Paragraph 2.2. Said metering, monitoring, and verification capabilities will be owned by LEI, subject to a lease and option to purchase in
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favor of the University. The metering, monitoring and verification system shall be installed by LEI at as early a time as is practicable in order to realize the maximum value
such utility service data and control capabilities may provide.

IV. Cost of LEI Utilitv Services
4.l Pricing of LEI Service Obligations In consideration for fulfilhnent of all of LEI's obligations under this Agreement (the "SerVice Obligations"), the University agrees to: .
a) Pay LEI for all energy services procured for resale to the University at the rates of:
1) $0.30 per therm for natural gas purchased and delivered to University District
Energy System facilities, and the average annual rates paid in Fiscal Year 19961997 as listed in Attachment "I" for all other facilities covered by this Interim
Agreement; and,
2) $.061 per kilowatt-hour for electricity purchased and delivered to University
District Energy System facilities, and the average annual rates paid in Fiscal
Year 1996-1997 as listed in Attachment "I" for all other facilities covered by
this Interim Agreement.

•

b) Pay LEI the sum of FIFTY THOUSAND dollars ($50,000.00) per month to cover
LEI operating costs.
4.2 Payment ofUniversitv Obligations to LEI The University shall transfer all funds for
accounts payable to LEI in the accounts it establishes and maintains for LEI, pursuant
to this Agreement. For energy services procured on behalf of the University by LEI,
LEI shall be paid within thirty (30) days upon presentation to the University of an invoice for such services in sufficient detail as the University warrants necessary.
4.3 Line of Credit The University shall provide a line of credit to LEI of approximately
$1,000,000 to cover the costs of one month of energy services procured on behalf of
the University.

V. Amendment of Interim Services Agreement
5.1 This Agreement and its attachment( s) may be amended at any time by mutual agreement of the parties. All amendments must be approved by the Regents of the University of New Mexico.

•

VI. Term of Agreement
6.1 Primary Term This Agreement shall be effective upon the date of its signing, and
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•

shall continue for a tenn of one (1) year.

6.2 Extension ofPrirnarv Tenn It is understood that this Interim Agreement may be continued for a specified period after the expiration of its Primary Term, or until such
time as it is tenninated pursuant to Paragraph 6.3.
6.3 Termination of Agreement This Agreement may be terminated by the University
thirty (30) days after written notice to LEI. Upon tennination of this Interim Agreement, all rights and privileges granted, assigned or shared between LEI and the University shall terminate. Upon tennination of this Agreement all property of LEI shall
be transfer to the University subject to the prior rights, if any, of any creditors ofLE!.

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Interim Agreement to be
executed.

•

Lobo Energy, Incorporated

The Regents of the University of New Mexico

By

By

Its _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Its

Dme _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date

•
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•

ATTACHMENT "I"
Account Address

Account Name

Account #

Avg. Cost Annual Cost Annual Use

Natural Gas Accounts
TRA NSPOR TA T/ON ACCOUNTS
Married Student Housing
UNMArena
Athletic Building
University Stadium
CNID
Children's Psychiatric Hosp
Mental Health Center (2 thus)
KNME
Continuing Education
Art Annex
Stadium Pressbox
Tennis Bubble

921 Buena Vista, SE
1111 University, SE
1414 University, SE
1700 Cesar Chavez, SE
1201 Yale, NE
1001 Yale, NE
2600 Marble, NE
1130 University, NE
1634 University, NE
1524 Copper, NE
1700 University, SE
1414 University, SE

552-1101269-012
552-1101274-012
552-1101306-012
552-1101310-012
552-1102909-012
552-1102966-012
552-1103048-012
552-1103053-012
552-1103194-012
552-1213359-013
552-1218530-014
552-2330494-002
552-2331196-002

$0.3973
$0.4400
$0.4084
$0.3858
$0.4247
$0.4251

96,236
109,084
19,317
6,228
7,031
29,695

$0.3783
$0.4235
$0.4506
$0.4408
$0.4380
$0.4409

$38,231.07
$47,998.37
$7,888.61
$2,402.53
$2,985.91
$12,623.89
see below
$27,722.82
$5,467.87
$6,455.45
$4,873.01
$6,428.86
$8,954.59

$0.4359
$0.4464
$0.4023
$0.3928
$0.4229
$0.4853
$0.5808
$0.4029
$0.6334
$0.3722
$0.4010
$0.7437
$0.4520
$0.3404
$4.6308
$0.7866
$0.4722
$0.4666
$0.4627
$0.6017
$0.3773
$0.8374
$0.4288
$0.3897
$0.3804
$0.5931
$0.8406
$0.6160
$0.8973
$0.5967
$0.4605

$1,450.52
$1,859.17
$7,920.95
$5,229.97
$3,184.18
$909.97
$516.29
$1,457.67
$406.00
$24,228.32
$4,208.01
$329.44
$1,659.65
$4,551.62
$185.23
$297.34
$1,197.98
$1,522.63
$1,262.30
$605.89
$4,817.87
$211.86
$53,292.96
$6,514.59
$629.12
$498.82
$304.29
$461.38
$305.09
$505.38
$1,228.58

3,328
4,165
19,689
13,315
7,530
1,875
889
3,618
641
65,089
10,493
443
3,672
13,373
40
378
2,537
3,263
2,728
1.007
12,769
253
124,286
16,717
1,654
841
362
749

73,278
12,911
14,327
11,055
14,677
20,310

PNM GAS SERVICES ACCOUNTS

•

•

1200 University, NE
900 Stanford, NE
1001 Stanford, NE
1007 Stanford, NE
2700 Frontier, NE
815 Vassar, NE
1005 Columbia, NE
1128 University, NE #A
1616 Sigma Chi, NE
1127 University, NE
Carrie Tingley Hospital
901 University, NE
2001 Gold, SE
1720 Lomas, NE
UNM Press
3721 Spirit Drive, SE
1601 Central, NE
Parking Services
1601 Central, NE
Parking Services
516 Central, SW
1712 Lomas, NE
UNM Press
1716 Lomas, NE
UNM Press
4100 Southern, #3
2401 Central, NE
Bookstore
4008 Copper, NE
1313 Goddard, SE
Optoelectronic Laboratory
800 Bradbury, SE
MTTC
Continuing Education Addition 1634-A University, NE
905 Vassar, NE
917 Vassar, NE
919 Vassar, NE
925 Vassar, NE
1000 Stanford, NE
1025 Hermosa. SE
KNME
Med2
Med4
Med7

Formation of Lobo Energy, Incorporated

552-1212207-017
552-1102990-012
552-1103015-012
552-1103000-012
552-1103118-012
552-1103123-012
552-1196458-013
552-1213289-011
552-1212056-012
552-1213631-014
552-2048238-002
552-2041601-001
552-1211270-019
552-2176321-002
552-1218506-014
552-1218525-016
552-1935522-016
552-1211251-016
552-1211265-019
552-1570955-016
552-2341380-001
552-1168302-016
552-2371952-002
552-2423565-001
552-2431561-002
552-1103091-012
552-1103086-012
552-1103072-012
552-1103067-012
552-1102933-012
552-0271824-021
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340
847
2,668

•

Account Name

Account #

Avg. Cost Annual Cost Annual Use

Electric Accounts
KNME Sandia Crest
KNME
KNME

CNID
Children's Psychiatric Hospital
Children's Psychiatric Hospital
Children's Psychiatric Hospital
Continuing Education
Continuing Education Addition
Carrie Tingley Hospital
NMERI

UNM Press
Parking Services
Parking Services

•

Account Address

UNM Printing Plant
UNM Printing Plant

Optoelectronics Laboratory
MITC
Mental Health Center

01~144595~101

1130 University, NE
1134 University, NE
815 Vassar, NE
1005 Columbia, NE
1201 Yale, NE
1001 Yale, NE
1001 Yale, NE
1001 Yale, NE
1634 University, NE
1634-A University, NE
1616 Sigma Chi, NE
1127 University, NE
901 University, SE
4020 Ira Speckler, SE
2001 Gold, SE
1720 Lomas, NE
3721 Spirit Drive, NE
1601 Central, NE
1601 Central, NE
516 Central, SW
1712 Lomas, NE
1716 Lomas, NE
4100 Southern, SE
4010 Copper, NE
1313 Goddard, SE
800 Bradbury, SE
2600 Marble, NE
905 Vassar, NE
917 Vassar, NE
919 Vassar, NE
925 Vassar, NE
1000 Stanford, NE
1025 Hermosa, SE

01~1445690w0101
01~584640w0801

010w01445380-0001
01 oYD0586550-01 01
01oYD1688472-0001
010w01445850w0201
01oYD1445860w0101
01oYD1790466-0001
010w00911470-0201
01oYD1856656HD001
01~58424~01

01~90726~01

010w01763254-0201
010w01832956-0001
01oYD0246000w0301
01~574940-1101

01 0w01791806-01 01
01~58250~01

01oYD1647331-0301
01oYD1643430w0301
010w016416~01
01~574950w0701

08QH)0Q42900-0601
01 oYD055961 0-0701
010w01838142-0001
010w01852442-0001
01oYD1732430w0001
011-01445270w0001
01oYD1445490w0001
01oYD1445670-0001
010w01445440w0001
01oYD1445400w0001
01~312920~01

$0.0762
$0.0790
$0.0992
$0.1042
$0.0929
$0.0776
$0.0863
$0.0853
$0.0892
$0.0854
$0.0836
$0.0941
$0.0845
$0.0927
$0.1163
$0.1152
$0.0929
$0.0924
$0.0877
$0.1679
$0.1045
$0.0765
$0.1056
$0.1066
$0.1322
$0.0773
$0.0846
$0.1193
$0.1076
$0.1027
$0.1782
$0.0960
$0.1032
$0.1021

$36,453.81
$62,685.88
$6,679.16
$1,597.35
$860.50
$37,461.32
$40,750.38
$53,500.93
$17,284.13
$55,489.06
$8,631.24
$348.47
$115,584.69
$57,512.11
$574.71
$599.89
$7,002.59
$7,415.65
$10,834.01
$264.25
$4,416.43
$8,273.29
$1,292.44
$2,258.85
$204.26
$126,076.89
$11,781.26
$1,259.04
$1,031.22
$1,979.61
$194.27
$1,785.30
$1,934.60
$2,463.19
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478,440
793,760
67,313
15,331
9,258
483,000
472,400
627,520
193,760
649,760
103,200
3,703
1,367,400
620,600
4,942
5,207
75,405
80,273
123,600
1,574
42,250
108,080
12,236
21,197
1,545
1,632,000
139,200
10,553
9,585
19,278
1,090
18,593
18,754
24,119

•

•

•

EXHIBITD

•

The University of New Mexico

Whereas, funds for capital expenditures at certain state public educational
institutions and certain public and post-secondary schools are necessary, as
described in the 1998 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond Act; and
Whereas, bond revenues are a traditional and practical source of funding
to meet such needs; and
Whereas, the University of New Mexico and its branches would benefit
from the $14.7 million in specific UNM projects, as well as participate in $2
million in statewide higher education projects; and
Whereas, the 1998 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond Act will be
on the November 1998 general election ballot in New Mexico and must be
approved by the voters of the state for the projects to be funded;

•

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Regents of the University
of New Mexico endorses and supports the $72.9 million state public
educational capital improvement projects question in the 1998 Capital
Projects General Obligation Bond Act.

D:

Larry
Willar
President
UNM Board of Regents
June 11, 1998

•

•

•

EXHIBITE

•

REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SUPPLEMENTAL RESOLUTION REGARDING THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO HOSPITAL
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

WHEREAS, the Regents adopted a resolution on December 12, 1996, regarding the
University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center ("HSC") patient care components (the
"Resolution"); and
WHEREAS, the Regents now wish to supplement paragraph 3 and paragraph 12 of the
Resolution with respect to authority delegated to, and reporting requirements of, the Board of
Trustees of University of New Mexico Hospital ("UNMH");
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that:

•

1.
The Regents hereby delegate to the UNMH Board of Trustees the authority to review
and approve the UNMH operating budget, capital budget, operating plan, and strategic plan, and to
review and approve general matters related to UNMH personnel, including those related to UNMH
personnel who are subject to collective bargaining agreements, all subject to review and ratification
by the full Board of Regents ..
2.
Such matters, after review and approval by the UNMH Board of Trustees, shall be
presented by the Vice President for Health Sciences or designee to the Regents' Health Sciences
Committee ("HSC Committee") for review and recommendation to the full Board of Regents for or
against ratification.
3.
Any recommendation by the HSC Committee for or against ratification shall be
presented to the full Board of Regents for final action. The Board of Regents may ratify, decline to
ratify, or modify the actions taken by the UNMH Board of Trustees, but shall not decline to ratify
or modify such actions except after consultation with one or more representatives of the UNMH
Board of Trustees, as designated by the chair of the UNMH Board of Trustees ..
4.
Consistent with the constitutional and statutory responsibilities of the Regents, the
right continues to be reserved unto the Regents to consider and determine, if in the exercise of sound
discretion it is deemed necessary, any matter relating to UNMH.

•

5.
The representative of the UNMH Board of Trustees, who is designated by the
chairperson of the UNMH Board of Trustees to make periodic reports the HSC Committee as
provided in paragraph 12 of the Resolution, shall include a report on matters related to UNMH
operating budget, capital budget, operating plan, strategic plan, and personnel issues, to the extent

•

any activity has occurred since the previous report to the HSC Committee. In addition, the Chair
of the Board of Regents may appoint a member of the Board of Regents to attend meetings of the
appropriate committees of the UNMH Board of Trustees that are designated to review such matters,
to serve as a non-voting liaison representative of the Board of Regents on such committees.
6.
This resolution will be reviewed annually by the Regents, on or before August 1 of
each year beginning 1999, and may be modified by the Regents as they deem appropriate.
7.
Except as expressly supplemented by this Supplemental Resolution, the terms of the
Resolution remain in full force and effect.

Adopted by a vote of

•

•

~

in favor, JL opposed, and JL abstaining this 9th day of June 1998.

